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URBIE GREEN
The great among

the greats

... today’s most excellent spectrum of sound

HOWARD GARFIN 
Famed stylist 

of modern music

ARNIE LAWRENCE 
Featured on NBC 

Tonight ShowDIVISION OF THE SEEBURG CORPORATION 33999 CURTIS BOULEVARD • EASTLAKE, OHIO 44094

CONNY JACKEL 
Germany’s top 
trumpet artist

When these ton
professionals agree 
uuw 
KING ASSURES 
YOU TRUE FIDELITY 
WITH HUTH BRASS AND 
WUUHWINH INSTRUMENTS ' 
shouldn’t you be using it, too?
No distortions. Many ampliphonic systems that work well enough with 
woodwinds cannot meet the terrific demands of brass instruments. 
The sound distorts.
This is not true with King. Whatever you play, you can express yourself 
and your instrument fully without fear of fidelity loss. King amplifies 
beautifully, accurately, rewardingly . . . gives you back what you 
put into the music.

. King’s Vari-level pickup is part of the answer. It s simply unequalled in 
the field today. And King’s compact, space-age Octavoices 
(one for woodwinds, another for brasses) give you the effects you want 
three full octaves, four different voices.
No contortions. No other system is easier to control. Just a touch of the 
dial on the instrument itself adjusts the volume from a whisper 
to a roar. The Octavoice is so small it can be attached to your shirt 
pocket or clipped to your belt.
No price problem. King ampliphonic equipment is surprisingly 
inexpensive. What’s more, you can use the Vari-level pickup and the 
Octavoice with any amplifier.
If you are just entering the electrifying world of ampliphonics or are 
already solidly in it, test King at your dealer’s demonstration center. 
It will be an exciting experience, and you’ll see why more American and 
European professionals are using it every day.



The lowdown 
on the bass.

The'Precision Bass is the granddaddy of all electric basses. It was 
the first one on the market and almost 20 years later is still the standard 
of the music industry.

Here’s a guide to the standards the Precision Bass has set down. 
Compare them to other basses on the market.

Neck.
Because it was designed as a bass instrument the Precision Bass 

has a wide contoured heck to give the response and feel of a true bass. 
The fingerboard is hand shaped to fit the natural curve of your 
fingers when they’re laid flat across the strings. Since it was the first 
electric bass, frets and position markers were added to make it 
easy to play.

As for the rest, the same Fender features apply: detachable, 
hard rock maple (cuts down on warp), adjustable truss rod running 
through the neck (you can make minor adjustments), side position 
markers (for easy finger positioning), and the straight string pull 
(to allow even tension on the tuning heads).

Body. _
Designed to fit your body. Balanced with the neck 

for playing comfort. Contoured to rest easily on your / % 
legs when playing in a sitting position. The special '
finger rest lets you grasp the body with your fingers / . 
and pluck the strings with the thumb if desired. I j

Pickup.
The pickup is the real secret to the Precision 

Bass. At the conception of the electric bass, this 
pickup was designed to simulate the sound of 
a true bass. Not overbearing or extremely 
“bassey” but a true bass sound that is rich in 
tonality and defines each bass tone. The Precision 
Bass split pickup offers true bass tonality with F
maximum clarity and projection. This is why £
the Precision Bass is the most widely used bass 
instrument for recording sessions.

Controls. JBIfB
One master volume control and one master 

tone control. Both wide range and easy to operate.

Bridge.
Four individual bridge sections (one for 

each string). Each bridge section has height 
adjustment screws for custom tailoring playing 
action. In addition the string lengths are 
adjustable for accurate fine tuning.

Fender is a registered trade mark of:
CBS Musical Instruments
A Division of Columbia Broadcasting, Inc.
1300 E. Valencia. Fullerton, California 91631



the first chorus
By Charles Suber
yy hat is a censor? A censor is anyone who 

“examines written/printed/recorded/ 
filmed material and prohibits its dissemination 
on the basis of what he deems objectionable”. 
Are there music censors? Yes, indeed. But 
why would anyone want to censor music? 
Because, boys and girls, some people are 
mean and selfish and not as grownup as you 
children are. How can I recognize a music 
censor? Here’s one way. It's a game everyone 
should play called the Find-the-Censor. Look 
closely at the music picture and see how many 
censors’ faces you can find hiding in the bush
es. Match their faces with the following de
scriptions.

The Beady-Eyed Mud Hen is the easiest to 
identify by its peculiar habit of dirt digging 
and its constant shrieking at someone else’s 
mating calls.

The Faceless Sheep* is more difficult to 
identify as “he” is usually the “they” who 
make up and issue lists of “approved” music 
in the name of the State and other musically 
omniscient institutions. Other sheep, white or 
black, too often make up their repertory from 
these lists, thus relieving themselves and their 
students from the bothersome exercise of free 
choice and the freedom the expression.

*A mutation of this breed has been scented 
in northeast Illinois. Its local name is 
Mid-West National Band Clinic. “They” only 
permit school performing groups to play mu
sic which is (1) published by a company ex
hibiting at the Clinic, and (2) must be printed. 
The first requirement is commercially under
standable if not educationally acceptable. The 
second requirement is stupid. Some of the 
very best charts “on the market” are pub
lished by their composers —Stan Kenton, 
Don Ellis, Woody Herman, George Russell, 
Dave Baker. Mundell Lowe, and many oth
ers—and printed by a Xerox-like process. 
This method of printing is legal, ethical, and 
what is equally important gives learning musi
cians and their teachers more freedom of op
portunity to study and perform good, contem
porary music.

The Stuffed Penguin is most often seen in 
full dress waddling in groups of his peers 
discussing the repertory and merits of their 
orchestra, “their” chorus, and "their” band. 
These wingless amphibians do not swim with 
schools of common fish and for that reason 
and other environmental deficiencies are now 
usually seen in museums and other sym
phonic halls.

Dog-in-the-Manger identifies the publi
sher or composer who severely restricts the 
availability of his tune in written or printed 
form. Existing copyright laws decree that 
once a tune is recorded then anyone has the 
right to record it upon payment of the estab
lished royalty to the publisher and author. 
Not so with written or printed versions of the 
music. Very few "standard” American tunes 
can be studied or performed by 
non-professional musicians because of this 
restrictive practice.

down beat —and a growing number of inde
pendent publishers —favor revision of the 
copyright law that would give "Arranging and 
Adaption” rights parity with "Recording 
Rights”; that is, allow arrangements to be 
written and sold by anyone who pays the 
established royalty to the copyright holder. 
This would make a tremendous amount of 
good music available to young musicians; it 
would provide considerable added revenue to 
the copyright holder not only from the sale of 
sheet music but from the sale of new record
ings that would be made as a result of the 
music being kept alive. It would also provide 
much needed career opportunities for new 
talented arrangers.

If you spot any other would-be music cen
sors, drop us a line, and we'll help turn the 
rock over. db

t^RIRGLEpSER

r That’s what he’s known as in this business.
His real name is Maestro Ring Modulator.

He had to earn the name "Ringleader" and 
there’s only one way ya can do it. "Ya gotta 
prove dat yer different, tougher and got 
more guts dan anyone else in the mob. 
'cause if you can't you're not da leader tor 
very long. Der ain't no bluffin' in dis racket. 
You either put up or shut up."

Who is this guy called "Ringleader"? 
Where did he come from?

He was just sprung from the Maestro en
gineering department. Since then he's been 
showin' everyone on the synthesized music 
scene where it's all happening.
His MO (modus operandi) is to modify the 
pitch and timbre of musical instruments 
including guitar and organ, or even voice. 
There's practically no limit to the elec
tronic genius of the Ringleader when he 
applies himself to a guitar. His range is 
wide and his new sounds unheard of.
His list of followers is growing and he's 
recruiting new members every day. So if 
you're goin' stir crazy with the same old 
sounds give the "Ringleader" a call. He'll 
show you how to make the break into a 
new, exciting dimension in sound.

lust tell him, "Lefty sent ya."
maexl

Send for 
free demo record.

Maestro Division
Chicago Musical 

Instrument Co.
737.3 N. Cicero Avenue 
Lincolnwood, Illinois

60646



Pete Fountain.
The blues singer telling what he knows.

Listen. His story is in his sound.

Rough, dark and burred. Hard, light and bitter.
His voice, a soul rushing, tumbling, pouring out 

a torrent of feeling so richly colored, so clear and clean and 
true in tone you are carried along by the sheer power of it.

Pete Fountain. His voice is expressive, colored full 
and rich with thought and meaning-he sings the "down-home" 

blues of the deep south, so clear and true you know 
you're there. And he can sing of "now", with a voice that 

cuts through the small talk to penetrate the very depths 
of your soul. What's the secret of his wide, flexible range 

of expression? Very simple. His voice is Leblanc.

The model 1611 is Pete Fountain's personal clarinet. Made of 
choice, vintage, carefully seasoned rare grenadilla wood, 

it is musically flawless and virtually perfect in intonation.
It possesses a warmth and clearness, a cleanness of tone 

that becomes part of you. Like all Leblanc clarinets, it has key 
action so fast and sure it obsoletes all others. The 1611 

has such positive response and a range of tone so wide 
it lets you step into a world of expression you never knew.

Pete's proud of his Leblanc, and we're proud of Pete; proud he 
chose it. How about you? For the finest in clarinets, 

make yours THE ARTISTS' CHOICE.

LEBLANC

Be sure to hear
Pete's latest Coral albums: 

"Something Misty"...CRL757516 
"Dr. Fountain's Magical Licorice Stick

Remedy For The Blues"....CRL757513 
"A Taste Of Honey"...CRL757486 
"The Best Of Pete Fountain"...7CXSB10



Everything 
you’ve always 

wanted to 
learn about 
mouthpieces*

‘and didn’t know 
who to ask

The man to ask is Vincent Bach, the only 
one who knows so much about the subject. 
He has designed over a hundred different 
mouthpieces. He explains it all in his Em
bouchure & Mouthpiece Manual. This free 
book includes an 11-page essay that dis
cusses every aspect of mouthpiece design 
that can help the performer choose wisely. 
This is followed by a descriptive list of the 
137 most widely used Bach mouthpiece 
models, prescribing the best choice for 
every problem and every player from a 
lady cornet soloist in a church ensemble to 
a circus band musician who specializes in 
the high register. A list like that is bound 
to include theone best mouthpiece for 
you. Send us the coupon, and you will be 
well on the way to finding it.

BACH, Dept. D-11 Box 310, Elkhart, In 46514 

Please send me a free copy of Vincent 
Bach’s Embouchure & Mouthpiece Manual

Name_-------------------------------------------------- - --------------

Address ------------------------------------------- ---------------------

City----------------------------------------------------------------------- -

State ---------------------------------------- Zip_--------------------

Vincent Bach Division of The Magnavox Company
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The“AFTH”cafrie/ /ound irvurance.

The fabulous 5th Dimension really gets around. And wherever they go 
they carry sound insurance — an ultra-reliable portable sound system 
that gets things together so perfectly that the “Fifth” uses it in preference 
to costly, built-in house P.A. set-ups! The system they rely upon is the 
out-of-sight Shure Vocal Master — it’s made to order for performers on 
the move. The Vocal Master shrugs off the jolts of packing and unpack
ing . . . then puts 300 watts of peak penetrating power behind a control 
console that gives them recording studio control in live performances. 
All that and feedback control too! Write for all the facts:

Shure Brothers Inc., 
222 Hartrey Avenue, Evanston, III. 60204 52



Toots Thielemans 
gets the Hot Sound 
with a Hohner 
harmonica.

M Hohner. Inc.. Hicksville. N.Y. 11802

FUTURE:TENSEH!
A SPECTACULAR MUSIC-DANCE-DRAMA
WRITTEN AND COMPOSED BY DON ELLIS
Suitable for College Level Performance. Write or Phone for 
Details on Premiere in your Area.

ALSO: New Stage Band Arrangements by DON ELLIS

Including PUSSYWIGGLE STOMP and FINAL ANALYSIS

ELLIS MUSIC ENTERPRISES • Phone 213-980-8122
5436 Auckland Ave., North Hollywood, California 91601

chords aradl 
discords
BS&T 4 Corrections

... By work and good fortune I was able to 
join Blood, Sweat and Tears as their new 
trombonist in November. 1970 and sub
sequently recorded BS&T4, which was re
viewed in the Sept. 16 issue.

Some uncertainty as to soloists’ identity led 
the reviewer to guess wrong (excusable be
cause Columbia didn't print solo lists on the 
first shipment of albums, but will now). I have 
worked and practiced a lot of years to play as 
I did on Redemption and would like credit for 
it.

Also, Lew Soloff, lead trumpet in BS&T, 
played both the fluegelhorn and piccolo trum
pet solos on Valentine's Day, and Fred Lip- 
sius plays the alto solo on Lisa.

Thanks for any of these corrections you 
might print and also for producing the quality 
magazine that is down beat.

Dave Bargeron
BS&T

Wishful Thinking
In regard to all the confusion and conflict 

that seems to arise from the filming of the 
lives of our Great Black Musicians, i.e. the 
Billie Holiday Story:

1 sincerely hope that the same thing doesn't 
happen when they decide to film the story of 
the greatest, Louis Armstrong!!! If Freddie 
Hubbard isn't given the leading role. I’ll see 
that Miles Davis slaps the director.

Lester Bowie 
Art Ensemble of Chicago 

University City. Mo.

For Lou McGarity
The loss of some fine jazz trombonists has 

gone by with little recognition. The passing of 
Brad Gowans and Fred Ohms in the 
mid-1950s received minimal notice. The un
timely death of Moe Schneider a couple of 
years ago was barely acknowledged. The lat
est loss, of Lou McGarity, is a tragic blow. I 
do not want the opportunity to pass without 
expressing the thanks of his fans for the many 
years of pleasure he has afforded us.

Lou’s unique style was appointed with 
tasteful exuberance, and always lifted the 
group with which he played. His sense of 
harmony and selection of the perfect (but 
unexpected) notes was a thrill which I shall 
always cherish. The days with Goodman; the 
Jumpin’ Jacks transcription; the exhilarating 
moments when Lou sparked the band at 
Stuyvesant Casino and at Condon's on guest 
evenings during the early 1950s; the Basin 
Street date with Bobby Hackett and Hank 
D'Amico; the 1964 Indianapolis date with 
Bobby. Peanuts, Condon and Buzzy ....

Unlike many, I have the good fortune to 
have captured many of my memorable mo
ments with Lou McGarity on tape, for which 
1 am most thankful. The jazz world has suf
fered a severe loss. Thank you. Lou 
McGarity. for the many hours of kicks you 
have brought. Your recorded memory shall 
always hold a pinacle position in my collec
tion.

Joe Boughton 
Meadville, Pa.
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KIRK FACING SKYJACK 
CHARGES IN CLEVELAND

Is it reasonable to assume that a famous 
and successful jazz musician who also hap
pens to be blind would attempt to hijack an 
airliner? Apparently, federal authorities at 
Cleveland’s Hopkins International Airport 
think it is.

On Oct. 10. Rahsaan Roland Kirk, who had 
just completed an engagement at Cleveland’s 
Eastown Hotel, was at the airport to board a 
United Airlines flight to Los Angeles.

Acting on a telephone tip that Kirk was 
armed and would attempt to hijack the plane, 
airline personnel guided Kirk through a metal 
detector and found on his person a tear gas 
pistol and an eight-inch knife. He was ar
rested on charges of carrying a dangerous 
weapon while attempting to board the flight, 
detained until Oct. 12 in Summit County Jail. 
Akron (Monday was Columbus Day and 
courts were not in session), and then released 
on $1,500 bond.

Kirk often carries large sums of cash (he 
had $700 on him when arrested) and has long 
carried the tear gas pistol for protection. The 
"knife” was actually a ceremonial dagger giv
en to Kirk as a gift while in Cleveland.

The musician’s attorney, Leodis Harris, at
tempted to get a dispensation or reduction of 
bail, but without success though Kirk. 36, has 
no police record. Kirk made no statement 
during the course of events, but Harris told 
down beat:

“I understand the airlines’ problems since 1 
am a student pilot myself, but this kind of 
hysteria over the possible criminality of a jazz 
artist whose blindness would obviously pre
vent him from even seriously considering the 
criminal act for which he was arrested ... is 
disconcerting to say the least. I found it all 
hard to swallow, both as a lawyer and an 
American.”

A hearing was scheduled for Nov. 19 in 
U.S. District Court in Cleveland.

— Chris Colombi

FINAL BAR

Pianist Joe Sullivan, 64. died Oct. 13 of 
hepatic failure in San Francisco General Hos
pital. He had been in ill health for some time.

One of the truly great jazz piano stylists of 
his generation. Dennis Patrick Terence Jo
seph O’Sullivan was born in Chicago Nov. 5, 
1906. He received his earliest musical train
ing from nuns, then studied for several years 
at Chicago Conservatory of Music, but gave 
up all thoughts of a classical career after play
ing a summer dance job in Indiana in 1923.

Sullivan soon became associated with the 
so-called Austin High Gang (Frank Tes- 
chemacher, Bud Freeman. Jimmy 
McPartland, Eddie Condon, Dave Tough et 
al.) and participated in the famous 1927 
McKenzie-Condon Chicagoans record date. 
He worked with many dance bands and on

radio in Chicago until moving to New York in 
the late ’20s.

There he worked with Red Nichols, Roger 
Wolfe Kahn, Condon, Red McKenzie and 
Russ Colombo, then did a solo spot at the 
Onyx Club on 52nd St. and made his first solo 
recordings (produced by John Hammond) in 
1933. Sullivan then moved to the west coast, 
where he worked with George Stoll’s studio 
band and became Bing Crosby's regular ac
companist, appearing with the singer in sev
eral films. He joined Bob Crosby’s band in the 
summer of 1936, but in December of that year 
was stricken with tuberculosis, and spent the 
next 10 months at a sanatorium in California. 
After convalescing, he briefly rejoined first 
Bing and then Bob Crosby, and in November

1939 opened at New York’s Cafe Society 
with his own sextet —one of the first in
tegrated working bands (four blacks and two 
whites). For the next few years, he led groups 
in various New York clubs, but from 1943 
worked mainly as a soloist in clubs through
out the U.S.

Sullivan settled in California in the late 
40s, and the Hangover in San Francisco was 
his home base for several years. He also 
toured briefly with Louis Armstrong in 1952. 
After a period of relative obscurity, Sullivan 
made a successful 1963 appearance at the 
Monterey Jazz Festival, and was at Newport 
the following year. Though he was hospi
talized upon arriving, he insisted on playing 
and performed a brief but moving set.

After that, he played only occasionally, but 
did compose the music for a documentary 
film. (In 1955, a TV tribute to Sullivan reu
nited many members of the old Bob Crosby 
Band.)

Sullivan was originally inspired by Earl 
Hines and Jelly Roll Morton, later by Fats 
Waller. His style was characterized by an 
extremely solid beat, great melodic in
ventiveness, and a clear and powerful touch. 
He was equally gifted as a soloist, band pia
nist, and accompanist for singers (c.f. his 
work behind Billie Holiday on Night and Day 

and The Man / Love). He also wrote a num
ber of excellent piano pieces and the ballad In 
the Middle of a Kiss.

From 1927 to 1955. Sullivan was featured 
on many excellent recordings. Outstanding 
examples include Knockin' A Jug (Louis 
Armstrong), China Boy (Red Nichols), The 
Last Time I Saw Chicago (Three Deuces), 
and the solos Little Rock Getaway, Gin Mill 
Blues, Just Strollin', My Little Pride and Joy 
and Hangover Blues (all his own com
positions) plus Honeysuckle Rose. Breezin', 
Black and Blue, and Go Back Where You 
Stayed Last Night.

Drummer Ben Thigpen, 62, died of cancer 
Oct. 5 in DePaul Hospital in St. Louis. He 
was the father of drummer Ed Thigpen, and 
played for 17 years with Andy Kirk’s famous 
swing band.

Born in Laurel, Miss., Benjamin F. Thigpen 
began his professional career at 15 with Bob
by Boswell’s band in South Bend, Ind. After a 
stint as accompanist to a dance team, he set
tled in Chicago and studied with Jimmy Ber
trand, who also taught Lionel Hampton.

He was with Al Wynn. Doc Cheatham, 
Charlie Elgar and J. Frank Terry prior to 
joining Kirk’s Twelve Clouds of Joy in 1930. 
After leaving Kirk in late 1947, Thigpen set
tled in St. Louis, where he led his own groups 
and played with Singleton Palmer’s band 
throughout the’60s.

An exceptionally steady and swinging 
big-band drummer. Thigpen was the anchor 
man of the Kirk band’s rhythm section. His 
bass drum work was outstanding. Among his 
best records with the band are Steppin' Pret
ty: Lotta Sax Appeal: Jump, Jack, Jump, and 
Mary's Idea. Thigpen also was featured on 
occasional blues and novelty vocals (Git: AU 
the Jive Is Gone).

MR. CHOPS BACK IN U.S. 
WITH ALL-BRITISH BAND

After some suspense created by immigra
tion and union hassles, Maynard Ferguson is 
back in the U.S. for the first time since 1966, 
at the helm of a youthful British crew, for a 
tour extending through January and con
centrating mainly on a 400-mile radius from 
New York.

At the opening event, a Town Hall concert 
Oct. 15 presented by Jazz Adventures. Fer
guson proved as fiery a leader as ever and the 
chops still deliver those high ones. An enthu
siastic audience and the leader’s charisma 
helped whip what at first sounded like a rather 
raggedy band into excellence, and the evening 
ended with several standing ovations. (The 
band’s music arrived five minutes before cur
tain time.)

Personnel is John Donnelly, Martin Dro
ver, Bud Parks, Mike Bailey, trumpets; Dick 
Wadsworth, Adrian Drover, Billy Graham, 
trombones; Jeff Dailey, alto; Stan Robinson, 
Bob Syder. tenors; Bob Watson, baritone; 
Pete Jackson, piano; Dave Lynane, bass;
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Randy Jones, drums. The Willard Alexander 
agency is booking the tour.

LENNIE'S ROARS AGAIN, 
RETAINS OLD FEELING

Almost three months to the date after his 
popular jazz club was gutted by fire. Lennie 
Sogoloff reopened his Len- 
nies-on-the-Turnpike in a new location not far 
from the old stomping grounds.

The new Lennie’s, located at the Village 
Green, U.S. Route I, in Danvers, Mass., has 
been doing great business since Buddy Rich’s 
band baptized it on Aug. 31. Illinois Jacquet 
and Milt Buckner, the World's Greatest Jazz 
Band. Al Kooper's Guns and Butter, and the 
bands of Stan Kenton. Woody Herman and 
Thad Jones-Mel Lewis have been among the 
incumbents.

The new room is larger, but the old friendly 
atmosphere has been retained. Even some of 
the old planking was salvaged and used to 
construct the new stage, the photo gallery has 
been reconstructed, and a huge montage of 
phots by down beat contributor Joseph L. 
Johnson adorns one of the walls. And those 
famous roast beef sandwiches are still avail
able.

potpourri
Moonlight Serenade, a bio-discography of 

the Glenn Miller band by .John Flower, will be 
published in January by Arlington House. It 
covers the celebrated leader's career and 
recordings up to his army enlistment in Sept. 
1942.

•
A concert of works by Scott .Joplin, on the 

occasion of the publication of his collected 
works in two volumes in the New York Pub
lic Library’s new Americana Collection, was 
held Oct. 22 in the auditorium of the Library 
and Museum of Performing Arts at Lincoln 
Center. Piano works were performed by Mary 
Lou Williams, Joshua Rifkind and William 
Bolcom, and excerpts from Joplin’s opera 
Treemonisha were sung by soloists and 
chorus directed by John Motley.

•
Les Strand and Tomoko Watanabe were de

clared joint Grand Prize Winners —each re
ceiving $1,000 —in the eighth annual Yamaha 
Electone Festival held recently at 
Nemu-no-Sato. Japan. Strand teaches pri
vately in the Washington, D.C. area and Ms. 
Watanabe is a 16-year-old student from Os

aka. Second place ($300) went to Dan Hetu, 
20, of Montreal. Thirty-three “finalists" par
ticipated in the competition - 18 from Japan 
plus one each from 15 other countries in
cluding the United States.

•
The Trio (John Surman, reeds; Barre Phil

lips, bass; Stu Martin, drums) celebrated its 
second birthday Oct. 27 after a busy summer 
including appearances in Germany, France, 
Norway, Belgium and Finland and two con
certs in East Berlin. Several festival appear
ances and over 40 concerts are up for the 
current season, as well as two albums.

•
Stan Getz was scheduled at presstime to 

arrive in the U.S., probably with his current 
European group, for a tour beginning some
time in November. Getz recently recorded a 
new album in Paris with Michel Legrand.

strictly ad lib
New York: Swinging things are happen
ing at the Half Note. James Moody returned 
for a week starting Oct. 19, following Zoot 
Sims. Ruby Braff, who did a happy 
one-nighter Oct. 17 with Chuck Folds, piano;

Continued on page 38

MY BROTHER’S BAND COOKS: ERNIE WILKINS
Jimmy Wilkins plays trombone and leads his 
own 17-piece band in Detroit, Mich., and in 
fact has been leading it for 14 years. Jimmy is 
my younger brother.

1 took off the weekend of July 4th to visit 
him and his wife, Cynthia, and while there, 
had a chance to hear Jimmy’s band. (To my 
delight 1 was also able to sit in. Of course, 1 
had brought my tenor sax.) This event was 
one of those swinging Saturday night dances 
with the “brothers” and “sisters,” and it was 
held at a high-class hotel in downtown Det
roit. Now, these “brothers” and “sisters" 
didn't really know what was happening, but 
they danced themselves soaking wet. What 
I'm trying to tell you is that Jimmy Wilkins 
and his band were cooking!

This wasn't the first time 1 had heard the 
band; I’ve heard them more than a few times 
over the years, and the band has always 
sounded good, and professional. But for a 
long time they played cast-off Basie charts, 
including my own, so that everyone would 
say, "Man, you guys sound just like Count 
Basie!"

But not any more. Jimmy Wilkins’ band has 
found its own identity.

Let me go back a bit: Jimmy and 1 joined 
Basie’s band together, through Clark Terry’s 
recommendation, in 1951. Jimmy stayed with 
the band about a year-and-a-half, when for 
economic reasons he left to go to Detroit to 
work as manager for our uncle’s bar-be-que 
joint. (Jimmy and 1 were making $ 10-gigs 
around St. Louis before joining Count.)

Well. Detroit became Jimmy’s home, and in 
the late '50s he rallied a bunch of the better 
players and started rehearsing just for the fun 
of it. and also for the guys to be able to keep 
their eyes and chops together. (This was the 
kind of band that is known today as a rehear
sal band.)

In the meantime, after several months of 
rehearsing and scrounging and begging for 

charts from the likes of Frank Foster, myself, 
and even Basie, the word started getting 
around about how good the band was sound
ing. Finally, the gigs started trickling in — local 
dances, park concerts, etc. It wasn’t too long 
before the band began playing for most of the 
more important functions in the area, which 
have included, over the years, backing stars 
such as Sammy Davis. Jr., Nancy Wilson, 
Jack Jones, Lou Rawls, Peggy Lee and Ocie 
Smith. Recently, Gerald Wilson brought out a

bunch of his charts and did a concert with 
Jimmy’s band. Gerald was gracious enough to 
leave a couple of his compositions with the 
band. (Grady Tate recently played with Jim
my and his guys, and raved !)

Now, to do a bit of name-dropping, some of 
the better known jazz names who have gone 
through Jimmy's band include Donald Byrd, 
Joe Henderson, Curtis Fuller, drummer Fred
dy Waits, and baritonist Tate Houston.

Well, enough about the band’s past history.

Let’s get back to that swinging Saturday 
night. July 3, 1971. As 1 stated before, the 
band has found it's own identity. Even when 
they play such old Basie standards as Foster’s 
Shiny Stockings, and my own Everyday, they 
just don’t sound like Count Basie! Perhaps it's 
because of Terry Pollard’s driving and very 
hip piano (some may remember this wonder
ful lady as having been a very important part 
of the Terry Gibbs group in the late ’50s) and 
perhaps because of the band’s very personal 
way of attack and phrasing. Nevertheless, this 
well-rehearsed bunch of fine musicians do pay 
the utmost attention to dynamics, to being in 
tune, to precision playing, and yet, to being 
loose enough to be excitingly swinging!

The band has a varied book, which is one of 
the reasons why it’s so much in demand. 
Straight jazz charts, and beautifully written 
and played ballads, plus some rock-oriented 
charts (including most of my own from the 
Hard Mother Blues album) and some hip 
vocal arrangements for singer Sonny Carter. 
Some of the very best writing for the band has 
been done by local arranger-composers Wade 
Marcus and Dave Van De Pite, both of whom 
have worked extensively for Motown 
Records.

Outstanding soloists? There’s a bunch of 
'em. Again. 1 must mention Terry Pollard (she 
destroys me), and trumpeter-flueglehornist 
Louis Smith, whom I first heard at the Notre 
Dame Collegiate Jazz Festival in 1969. Louis 
also contributes fine charts to the band and 
he’s now teaching music at the University of 
Michigan. Another exciting soloist is trumpe
ter Billy Holiday: also my buddy, tenor saxist 
“Fathead" Johnson, and trombonist Bill 
Johnson (you should dig his plunger work!), 
baritonist Ernie Rodgers, and my brother’s 
J J. Johnson-like solo work.

The only white musician in the band is 
drummer Jim Bruzzese, who looks like a foot- 

continued on page 38 
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]\ot many European-born musicians 
have been admitted to the select 

inner circle of jazz innovators. One of 
the few, of course, is Django Reinhardt, 
the amazing Belgian-born gypsy guitar
ist.

It is fitting that Django in 1941 in
spired a 19-year-old Belgian mathemat
ics student and sometime harmonica 
player, Jean Baptiste Thielemans, to 
take up the guitar, on which he became 
more than proficient. But it is his amaz
ing capacity to coax real music from his 
earlier instrument that makes Toots 
Thielemans a likely candidate for admis
sion to that select circle.

Though a few other jazzmen have fan
cied the harmonica (notably Wilber Kirk, 
primarily a drummer: Les Thompson, 
whose main claim to fame is that he was 
once accompanied at a recorded concert 
by Wardell Gray and Dexter Gordon,

triple
threat

toots 
thielemans

and pioneer multi-instrumentalist Adrian 
Rol 1 ini. whose invention, the goofus, was 
a free-reed relative of the harmonica) it is 
in blues music that the little instrument 
has made a real impact. From Sonny 
Terry and Hammie Nixon through the 
two Sonny Boy Williamsons to Junior 
Wells and Charley Musselwhite, some 
heavy blues wailing has been laid down 
on the harmonica. (One must not forget 
pop virtuoso Larry Adler, but his at
tempts at jazz —some in company of 
Django —sound pretty corny today.)

Thielemans, however, is a real jazz 
player and a true virtuoso of the little 
hand-held instrument often regarded as a 
mere toy or novelty. Those fortunate 
enough to have in their collection a 1957 
Riverside LP called Mau Biles Harmon
ica, on which Toots performs in the com
pany of Pepper Adams Kenny Drew, 
Wilbur Ware and Art Taylor, will know 
this. And those who heard him play /

Can't (let Started and Willow Weep For 
Me at last year’s Jazz Party in Vail. Col., 
won't readily forget what a moving ex
perience that was. (Unfortunately, cur
rently available Thielemans albums are 
in a commercial vein).

Toots didn't start on harmonica. Born 
in Brussels in 1922. he was a prodigy on 
the accordion, performing in his father's 
cafe at the tender age of 3 and creating 
such a sensation that he later was com
manded to play for King Albert of Bel
gium. His childhood career, however, 
was interrupted when he contracted as
thma at 7. His health didn't fully return 
until he was 17, and it was then that he 
began to "goof around" with the har
monica. Around this time, he also began 
to listen seriously to jazz. By 1933, he 
was playing American-style music in the 
Gl clubs that sprang up in liberated ter
ritory.

He visited the U.S. briefly in 1947. 
Sitting in on 52nd Street, he was heard 
by agent Billy Shaw, who remembered 
him three years later when Benny Good
man was set to tour Europe with an 
all-star group (Roy Eldridge, Zoot Sims, 
Dick Hyman, British bass player Char
ley Short, and Ed Shaughnessy). Toots 
was added on guitar and occasional har
monica and when Zoot recorded in Swee
den during the tour, he used him on the 
latter instrument in All The Things You 
Are, recently reissued on Prestige 7817. 
His solo stands up well.

Sweden, in fact, has played no small 
role in Thielemans career. It was there 
that he first met and played with Charlie 
Parker, many of whose records he says 
he wore out in Belgium, and "realized 
the meaning of the notes and the feeling 
behind them."

And it was in Sweden that Toots 

recorded in 1963, his big hit, Bluesette. 
This charming original melody, on which 
he accompanied his guitar with very ac
complished unison whistling, received a 
Grammy award nomination in 1964 and 
was recorded by such varied performers 
as Sarah Vaughan. Steve Lawrence, 
Pete Fountain. Andre Kostelanetz, and 
Jimmy Smith, among others. It has be
come a jazz standard.

But that gets us a bit ahead of the 
Thielemans chronology. In 1951 he emi
grated to the U.S., and from 1953 
through the fall of 1959 was a key mem
ber of the quintet led by another cele
brated jazz emigre, George Shearing. Of 
the many records he made with the 
group. Body and Soul and Willow Weep 
For Me may be singled out. During this 
period he also waxed a fine, long unavai
lable jazz album for Decca.

Since then. Toots has led his own 
groups, worked with Peggy Lee, and 
made frequent visits to Europe. But he 
makes his living chiefly in the New York 
recording and TV studios.

Occasionally he surfaces for some jazz 
kicks. He made notable contributions, 
for instance, to three recent Quincy 
Jones albums: Walkin' In Space, Guta 
Matari, and the just released Smackwa
ter Jack. On all of these, his triple talents 
as guitarist, harmonica player, and whis
tler add something very special, but con
sidering the growing popularity of the 
harmonica among young people (please 
don't call it a “harp" —that happens to be 
a large stringed instrument mainly 
played by ladies), it's a pity he isn't heard 
more often in contexts that give him a 
chance to show off his jazz chops and 
prove his stated belief that "good jazz 
should impress you physically, not only 
intellectually.” —Dan Morgenstern
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CHUCK MANGIONE: In Love With Music
by
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with his talent, flexibility and dedica
tion, Chuck Mangione could easily 

succeed at any place of employment. 
Except, perhaps, at the U.S. Bureau of 
Labels and Classifications.

How he got from Point A (a young be
bop trumpeter influenced by Dizzy 
Gillespie), Point B (student at the East
man School of Music), Point C (co-leading 
the Jazz Brothers 1960-64), points be
yond (two years with Art Blakey, scoring 
for a rock group, a faculty position at 
Eastman) to Concerts A, B and C (Ka
leidoscope, Friends and Love, Together) 
is a story interesting not only from a 
musical/biographical sense. Because it 
reveals not just a young man on the rise 
as an artist but a person becoming more 
a person/a music becoming more per- 
sona//and colleagues and friends being 
considered people first, "sidemen'' 
second, with the music embracing all.

Thus Friends and Love is not only the 
title of his multi-idiom, mixed-media 
nationally-televised (NET) concert and 
subsequent Mercury album (recorded 
with a lot of help from those friends and 
the Rochester Symphony) but it is also 
a very fair (but only basic) measure of 
the man.

Though I had long admired Chuck in 
his formative years and still marvel at 
his 1962 Jazzland LP we didn't meet 
until recently when his visit to Chicago 
provided the opportunity. We met and 
discussed his new ecumenical approach. 
Here's what went down, starting with 
what seems like a put-on.
J.S.: . . . the Sea Shore musical aptitude 
test? Come on, man ...
C.M.: No, it's true. I had taken that test 
in grade school after I had studied piano 
for two years. I scored high on the test 
and they told me to ask my parents about 
selecting a band instrument. Then I saw 
a movie that night —Young Man With a 
Horn starring Kirk Douglas and Harry 
James playing the trumpet parts —so ob
viously I had to play trumpet.

After about six months my brother Gap 
would sit down at the piano and we'd 
play . . . just play anything . .. some blues 
or something. So I was into improvising 
very- early.

Later we had a duo together, Gap on 
accordion, myself on trumpet. We played 
weddings and won all kinds of amateur 
contests. At that time jazz was a very 
popular music. You'd hear Basie's April 
In Paris, Chet Baker, Stan Kenton on the 
radio and jukeboxes. Like at the hot dog 
stand across from the high school, that's 
what people were playing.

There was a club in town called the 
Ridgecrest Inn that used to bring in all 
sorts of people —I caught Clifford Brown, 
Max Roach, Horace Silver, Dizzy, Art 
Blakey, Kai Winding, etc. My father 
wasn't a musician but he was into this 
thing where if we were interested in 
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medicine he would have taken us to any 
hospital to check things out, or if we were 
interested in baseball he would have 
taken us to see the Yankees. He'd just 
take us to hear anyone we wanted to 
hear. So we'd go meet these cats and sit 
in.

We'd be playing every Sunday after
noon with Dizzy —in fact that's where I 
got to know Dizzy and he gave me the 
upswept horn —and there were sessions 
at our house practically every night of 
the week. On a typical night we'd have 
Jimmy Cobb, Sam Jones, Junior Mance, 
Ron Carter, Ronnie Zito, and lots of other 
people. This kind of thing —which was 
while I was at the Preparatory Department 
at Eastman —happened at my house all 
the time.

Then when I got to my senior year in 
high school, Gap and I formed the Jazz 
Brothers with Sal Nistico and Roy Mc
Curdy. Jimmy Garrison and Steve Davis 
worked with us for a while and we did 
those three albums for Riverside. And 
then the group just sort of dissolved.

J.S.: Then we lost track of you for a little 
while.
C.M.: Yes, because I graduated from East
man and taught for a while in Rochester. 
But after a while I got the feeling that I 
had to go someplace and see if my own 
personal musical contribution was valid. 
After being around guys like the Roy Mc- 
Curdys, the Jimmy Garrisons, the Sal 
Nisticos, you wonder if people are ac
cepting you for you or just because you're 
associated with people that heavy.

It was a stupid ego thing but I had to 
find out if I could survive on my own, so I 
moved to New York and the people I 
had sat in with in Rochester turned out 
to be very important people. The first 
guy I bumped into was Kai Winding and 
he remembered me and gave me a gig. 
Then I met Mike Abene who told me 
Maynard Ferguson was forming the sex
tet. Maynard was going through a thing 
where he wanted to be a small group 
player so I was doing a few charts for 
that and on weekends now and then he 
would reassemble the 13-piece band to 
cover some commitments and I went out 

with that a few times.
I came back to Rochester for a week

end during this time and promptly got 
a call from Art Blakey in New York. So 
I went with Art for two years and recorded 
two albums with him. At that time we had 
Frank Mitchell on tenor and Reggie John
son on bass. John Hicks had just left so 
Keith Jarrett was on piano. Then Mike 
Nock was on for a while and then Chick 
Corea came on the band. What a school 
that was! I went to school with piano 
players. But then after two years I couldn't 
handle it anymore . . . work two weeks, 
off a week, work a weekend, be off the 
week...

Mangione then returned to Rochester 
to write for a rock group in Cleveland, 
The Outsiders, that Capitol Records had 
just signed. He hadn't done anything 
in that vein and it looked like a secure 
thing —something like three record dates 
a year, good bread, and the freedom to 
do whatever else he had to do. But like 
a lot of rock groups, it got very weird 
and they collapsed as soon as they got 
big. So that didn't happen for too long of 
a time.

He then got back into teaching at a 
unique school (the Hochstein School of 
Music) where students pay according to 
their income. So if an inner-city kid could 
only pay 50c for a lesson, that's what he 
paid. They asked Chuck to set up a jazz 
program there and he proceeded to set up 
an all-city, all-county high school jazz 
ensemble and improvisation classes. He 
says it was wild to see what really young 
people can get into —how imaginative 
they can be and how easy it is to get them 
to play something. This experience went 
on for a couple of years and laid the 
groundwork for his position on the East
man faculty.

While he was at Eastman, there was 
nothing happening at the school jazz
wise, and Mangione got his degree (B.S.) 
in Music Education. The trumpet feature 
on the "Friends and Love" album, "The 
Feel of a Vision", featuring Marv Stamm, 
was originally written by Chuck as a 
graduation recital piece for another play
er in 1965. This cat wanted to play some
thing that was jazz-oriented but was still 
entirely notated, as the school required. 
So Chuck improvised some things, com
mitted them to paper and made a legiti
mate piece out of it. The recitalist? 
BS&T's Lew Soloff.
C.M.: When I got on the faculty at East
man the first thing I tried to do was loosen 
things up from where the/ were. They had 
started a big band and were kind of into 
a formal situation where they had the 
band playing half a concert with the East
man Wind Ensemble and the Jazz En
semble was in tails. The music was rigid 
and they were playing some pretty dated 
things. In the Mood was in the library. 
After I took over the band, I started to 
loosen things up. I got the band to dress



casually and at concerts, instead of a 
written program, I'd announce tunes like 
at a club-a much more intimate relation
ship with the audience.

Mangione really helped to turn things 
around. At first, the school forbade the 
jazz Ensemble a full concert of their own 
and they were not allowed to perform in 
the Eastman Theater. Only after the band 
got going and overflowed the smaller 
Kilbourn Hall (700 cap.) and were regard
ed as a "fire hazard" were they allowed 
to play in the prestigious Eastman Theater, 
where they promptly started drawing 
3500 people to concerts.

Mangione augmented the Ensemble 
with four French horns, three flutes, a 
tuba and added electricity to the rhythm 
section and even male and female vocal
ists. The jazz program continued to grow. 
Mangione now teaches improvisation 
and directs two bands and a third one is 
not far behind. Raeburn Wright is now the 
full-time head of the Department of jazz 
Studies and Contemporary Media. He 
teaches the film writing course, advanced 
arranging, and has the studio orchestra 
(the jazz Ensemble plus strings.)

Mangione is now a full-time faculty 
member himself with the title of Instruc
tor. He has the flexibility to do what he's 
doing there and he also has the flexi
bility to leave. As a result of "Friends 
of Love", he's taking his quartet on a col
lege tour and Mercury wants to record it 
as soon as possible.
C.M.: In taking the quartet out, I have the 
nucleus of my concert thing. I can take 
the soloists and a key player or two to a 
symphony orchestra and do my two con
certs, either Friends or Together (which 
is due out shortly on Mercury as another 
double album). We did Friends with the 
Buffalo Symphony, the orchestra in Dal
las definitely wants to do it and we would 
have done it with the Denver Symphony 
at Red Rock, Col. except they had a riot 
at a Jethro Tull thing and canceled every
thing and anything in any way related. 
I'm definitely going to take the concert 
to San Francisco and do it there. It's 
beautiful, because the concerts really 
are portable.
J.S.: In watching the Friends concert on 
TV, I found that you were quite at home 
in front of the Rochester Symphony. Did 
you have much experience beforehand 
in formal conducting?
C.M.: The only thing I had was the basic 
conducting course I had taken in Music 
Education, which is nothing really heavy. 
I think more important than knowing how 
to wave your arms is knowing your music 
thoroughly. Whatever you're working 
with. You don't have to be the slickest 
conductor in the world but you have to 
know how to ask for what you want. In 
fact, a lot of conducting is unnecessary. 
Like Woody Herman doesn't have to 
conduct, but there are times when he's 
important to cue or cut something off.

The same is true with 70 musicians. When 
the thing is fairly straight ahead and the 
tempo is fairly set, a lot of conducting 
becomes mechanical or just something to 
do. You're right when you say you can 
conduct with your eyes ... I do that and 
I find myself grooving and dancing on 
the podium. If it's on you can really have 
a lot of fun. And I'm lucky that I'm con
ducting music that I've written and orch
estrated so I know it backwards and for
wards.

Leonard Feather probably said it best: 
"Mangione's undertaking ("Friends and 
Love") was something else. He was not 
out to convert the symphony into a med
ium for cheap exploitation. Instead, he 
drew on a number of moods, forms, and 
idioms to provide a complete concert 
experience."
J.S.: How did you go from playing bebop 
to composing, conducting and playing on 
something as wide open and unprece
dented as Friends and Love?
C.M.: I didn't actually take my first for
mal training in writing until I had grad

uated from Eastman and studied with 
Raeburn Wright. For my evaluation piece 
I wrote something for strings, She's Cone, 
from the concert —written as a sax solo. 
It's virtually the same arrangement that's 
there now. So that was my introduction 
into writing orchestral things. I got the 
desire to write for strings and larger situa
tions but I still want to keep my jazz 
roots. There always has to be the jazz 
element in it.
J.S.: The eclectic makeup of the concert 
really surprised me. You had the folk 
singers (Don Porter and Bat McGrath), 
your jazz soloists (Marv Stamm, Gerry 
Niewood, Gap), a classical guitarist 
(Stanley Watson) plus the symphony 
orchestra ...
C.M.: When someone asks you to do 
something as important as music is to 
me, like a concert that's going to take a 
whole lot of work, I turn to my friends — 
people who feel about music like I do. 
Don and Bat had a coffee house where I 
used to hang out and I would play with 
them and try to get into their music and 
they would try to get into mine. Earlier, 
Bat wrote lyrics to She's Gone and Don 

sang it at my Kaleidoscope concert. So 
we were always trying to make music 
together. And I met Stanley Watson at 
the Hochstein School and was amazed 
at his music and we did a couple of things 
there together, just fluegelhorn and gui
tar. And of course there was Gap and 
Gerry, from my quartet.

As for the concert, my concept was to 
make music with people who love music 
and were my friends. I figured that if 
everybody did what they did well, it 
had to work. The music was honest and 
everybody was going straight ahead 
without thinking about labels. We're 
trying to forget those. Labels lead to pre
conceived ideas.

Anyway, it took about six months to 
put the Friends concert together with the 
last piece of music being copied an hour 
before the first performance, and all 
those panics. Then we got to the rehearsal 
and everything went wrong. Tony Levin 
arrived at the first rehearsal with poison 
ivy on his hands. Then Gap's new electric 
piano arrived and wouldn't work. Then 
Don and Bat got lost on their way into 
Rochester. In all we had only three re- 
hearsals-about eight hours-to learn 
the whole concert.

During the rehearsals not once did we 
play any one piece of music on the album 
from beginning to end. We'd rehearse 
this section, go over that panic . . . The 
concert was videotaped and no album 
was intended at all. We had a four-track 
unit running for an audio backup for TV 
in case anything went wrong with their 
audio. What you hear on the Friends al
bum was exactly what happened that 
night. Just one night. We didn't have a 
series of performances taped to choose 
the best tracks from like other bands do. 
One time only. But if we had done it in 
a studio we couldn't have improved upon 
the performance, just the sound.

I still don't know how it happened but 
it all came together and when I listened 
to the tapes after the concert I decided 
that it would be nice to have a record of 
if. After we got a few clearances and 
paid the orchestra, we put it out on Gap's 
label (GRC) in Rochester. Just the way it 
looks now —music, artwork, everything. 
It did well in upstate New York and Mer
cury heard about it, signed me to a four- 
year contract, took the album and shipped 
it out.
J.S.: It seems to have done fantastically 
well...
G.M.: Well, a Mercury executive and I 
were talking about it and if the record 
hadn't sold we surely would have known 
why. First, it's an instrumental record 
and that isn't much of a commercial item. 
Who's made it instrumentally? Herb 
Alpert was the last thing and what hap
pened before that? Second, it's a double 
album —wrong again; too high priced. 
Third, I'm a new artist that nobody knows 
about. Continued on page 29
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faking an overall view, Monterey was a 
fait accompli. It happened, in contrast to 

Newport. 160.000 ticketholders came and 
went, and they were as docile as the Women's 
Christian Temperance Union getting together 
with the Audobon Society.

The booths surrounding the arena lent a 
colorful variety of sights, sounds and smells. 
When Jimmy Lyons says Festival he makes 
sure it's festive. They also reinforced the prin
ciple of co-existence, what with the Arab 
booth just a matzo ball’s throw away from a 
booth operated by a local Jewish temple.

The entire south rim of the fairgrounds 
resembled a Baghdad bazaar, with hip hawk
ers trying to unload their trinkets — from 
glass blown reproductions of Monk and Diz 
and Zoot, to "Free Angela" posters.

The greatest contrast of all could be found 
on the festival stage itself, despite an average 
age of just under 51 for the scheduled head
liners. Perhaps that’s why the veterans are so 
durable: each one possesses a set of musical 
fingerprints that immedidately sets him apart 
and cannot be duplicated.

Those distinctive styles turned the ’71 edi
tion of Monterey into a memorable montage 
of swinging sounds. Here's how it happened 
in Monterey (say. that would make a groovy 
song title)...

Friday Night

How’s this for a front line: Roy Eldridge, 
Dizzy Gillespie and Clark Terry? Who would 
you have backing them? Jimmy Lyons came 
up with a rhythm section of John Lewis. Mun
dell Lowe, Ray Brown, and Louis Bellson. It 
was a beautiful, relaxing, nostalgic, hu
mor-filled opening.

Each solo feature was a ballad. Clark chose 
Misty: Roy took Willow Weep For Me: Dizzy 
reminded us Gee Baby, Ain't I Good To You.

Next on the agenda, the Dave Brubeck 
Quartet, with Gerry Mulligan. Jack Six. and 
Alan Dawson. Nothing has changed Bru
beck's approach. He still Hirts with odd me
ters, still inserts his sledge-hammer stride, and 
yet. with his heavy-handedness and cluttered 
block chords, he swings. In Dawson, he has 
one of the most inspiring drummers on the 
scene.

Mulligan, suffering from a pinched nerve, 
sat transfixed at his baritone for the whole set. 
and despite his occasional forays into the 
upper register, proved that the intrinsically 
muddy timbre of the baritone underscores but 
does not complement Brubeck's chordal 
prodding.

Perhaps “intensity" could go a long way to 
explain the McRae mystique. Carmen knows 
how to mesmerize an audience. And to her 
everlasting credit she does it by strictly musi- 
cal/lyrical/dramatic means. No gimmicks, no 
antics.

Real classy was the backing of Nat Pierce. 
Joe Pass, Ray Brown, and Louie Bellson.

For this pair of ears. Carmen reached her 
high point with the internal, triple rhymes of 
the Bergman lyrics on What Are You Doing 
The Rest of Your Life? The set could easily 
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have ended there, but for some unknown rea
son a 25-voice contingent, "The McMinnville 
Oregon Twilighters" were thrust on stage to 
lend support to Miss McRae. She needs them 
like Ella needs the Mormon Tabernacle 
Choir. She made the best of the programming 
quirk, but it took another unplanned addition 
— Dizzy Gillespie — to rescue the set with 
GoodhyeJoe.

Bellson’s 17-piece band rounded out open
ing night, and for the first time in my memory 
the concerted sound of the band took a back 
seat to the outstanding individual soloists. I 
purposely moved to various parts of the arena 
and never could hear the reeds under ideal 
conditions. So let’s concentrate on individual 
efforts. Accolades to Joe Romano for his alto 
work on Leonard Feather’s / Remember 
Bird; to Ray Brown for his showcase solo: 
Basso Bravo; to Ray Pizzi for his tenor sax

Clark Terry and Sarah Vaughan 

work on Billy Byers’ hard-driving chart. Teta
nus Sets In; Joe Pass, for Something For 
Pass; to Chuck Findley for a very inventive 
solo with strong, clear tone, and fine tech
nique on Flower Sim; and above all, to Louis 
and both his feet for an explosive Carnaby 
Street.

Saturday Afternoon

All Saturday afternoons are the same in 
Monterey: clear skies and cloudy lyrics; a 
panegyric to the indestructibility of I-4-5. 
This one had a theme, even a historian, but 
the sun-drenched crowd was in no mood for 
either. They just wanted to listen — some 
wanted to dance. They managed both, while 
supposedly "revisiting Kansas City" with 
Ross Russell as tour guide.

Big Joe Turner started it off. His stomach 
doesn’t allow him to get too close to the mike, 
but it hardly matters — Big Joe projects. For 

the record, he sang Every Day, but then, of 
what significance are titles?

Turner received great support from Jesse 
Price’s Blues Band — particularly from Jim
my Forrest on tenor and Billy Hadnott dp 
bass. Forrest’s best moments were heard on 
Night Train. He has a gutsy, down-home 
sound, one that deserves a wider audience.

The next set was the highlight of the after
noon. and to many, the high point of the whole 
festival: the brilliant Mary Lou Williams. She 
has never been in better form. On a solo trip 
she gave a lesson in the history of the jazz 
piano, using time-lapse aural photography as 
she segued from spirituals to ragtime to 
boogie-woogie to Kansas City swing. Then, 
backed by Hadnott and Bellson, Miss Wil
liams put on an awe-inspiring demonstration 
of straight-ahead combo jazz, mixing the mus
cularity of Peterson with the treble twinkling 
of early Ahmad Jamal, and adding some of the 
humor of Garner. The hardest swingers were 
Caravan and St. Louis Blues, and when she 
was through she had earned the first standing 
ovation of the weekend.

To set the record straight, Roger Glenn was 
thrown into the middle of her set. The young 
flutist is the son of Tyree Glenn, and although 
he seems to know what he is doing, it was an 
ill-timed intrusion on one of the most emoti
onally gratifying sets for Monterey '71.

The Kansas City clinic picked up more 
historical steam as Jay McShann followed. 
We’ll never know what Russell said about 
Jay’s early years: being erudite and 
soft-spoken is a fatal combination for a Mon
terey matinee. But Jay spoke for himself — 
rather, sang and played for himself: plenty of 
authoritative boogie-woogie and honky-tonk; 
and plenty of tongue-in-cheek vocalisms on 
Confess in' The Blues.

The only trouble was by the time Jay en
tered the picture, the audience was ready for 
something else. They wanted to be partici
pants, not spectators. So the annual boogaloo 
began. Everyone stood on chairs to watch, 
photograph or encourage the erotic tribal rit
ual.

From this point on, the musicians were 
accompanists, and in the process lots of great 
amplified jazz fiddling was missed. One of the 
surprises of the festival, veteran Claude Wil
liams, revealed the long, flowing melodic 
lines, big fat sound, bent tones and humorous 
double-stops of his long-time idol, Joe Venuti.

12th Street Rag was an exercise in put-on, 
but it contained little in the way of swing. It 
amounted to a waste of Williams' prodigious 
talents. Later, when Forrest and Terry joined 
McShann’s men, they tried Moten Swing with 
Williams a third above the horns' unison. The 
voicing was dismal, but the solos were out
standing. The instrumental portion ended 
with a fiercely swinging, way up After You've 
G one.

Jimmy Witherspoon emerged, and with his 
booming blues-belting baritone, took charge 
immediately. But unfortunately he sang only 
one number. Al Hibbler was then led on stage 
for his hesitation tango, “uh-Uh” vocalizing, 
and sang Until The Real Thing Comes Along. 
He should have followed Spoon’s austerity 
and quit after one number, but instead 
launched into Do Nothin' Til You Hear From 
Me.

With Spoon and Hibbler still on stage. 
Turner returned and the three closed out the 
afternoon with a vocal front line that ex
changed blues cliches with as much confusion



Louis Bellson and Joe Pass

as genuine humor. This embarrassment-of- 
riches technique has always been one of 
Jimmy Lyons’ programmatic failings and it 
became painfully clear as the sun sank 
red-faced behind the stage. Too much of a 
good thing ...

Saturday Night

The evening began with what might have 
been called "New Delhi Revisited.” John 
Handy, on alto sax. was paired with Ali Ak
bar Khan on sarod. They were backed by 
Zakir Hussian, tabla: Alvina Quintana and 
Susan Rosenblum, tambouras. Their set con
sisted of one raga, lasting nearly three- 
quarters of an hour, but containing all the 
colors, varieties, textures and rhythmic shad
ings of a normal set of individual tunes. 
Handy's alto and Khan's sarod were remark
ably empathetic.

Bringing us back to the familiar culture de 
funk. McShann and his group (Herman Bell, 
tenor sax; Hadnott, bass; Paul Gunther, 
drums) and Witherspoon served up some 
blues left over from the afternoon.

The combo cooked and Spoon was in fine 
voice. He had the virility and clarity and 
persuasiveness of Joe Williams. It sounded as 
though it was going to be an unforgettable set 
when Spoon called up Eric Burdon, the young 
rock star with whom he has been collaborat
ing, touring and recording lately.

They exchanged choruses in a slow, dirty 
blues, kept breaking each other up. and ended 
together like a pair of fraternity brothers cli
maxing a night of chugalugging. Try as he may 
to sound black. Eric is still the white man’s 
Burdon.

Clearing the air with some honest, 
hard-swinging musicianship was the Erroll 
Garner Quartet. It’s beyond me how anyone 
can take this grunting leprechaun for granted. 
Perhaps it’s because they're so used to hear
ing the Garner formula of rubato, exploratory 
introductions, followed by that reassuring 
chomp chomp of his left hand. Maybe the 
formula is the same, but Garner never plays 
the same changes twice, nor does he ever 
approach a tune the way most groups do. For 
example. That Girl was played at an ex

tremely slow tempo; Girl Talk went way up, 
over a slight jazz samba foundation; It Could 
Happen To You had a Latin accent; and the 
Beatles’ Something sizzled comfortably. The 
Shadow Of Your Smile was filled with tricky 
reharmonizations; and at the right psy
chological moment he went into Misty. All it 
took was those two familiar pick-up notes, 
and by the time he landed on the third note, 
the crowd roared its approval. It was a mas
terful set.

More contrast, as band followed combo. 
Exactly what band is hard to say. Thad Jones 
and Mel Lewis shared the hyphen, but only 
two of the three scheduled New York side
men made the trip: pianist Roland Hanna and 
trumpeter Marvin Stamm. Bassist Richard 
Davis had injured some ribs falling off a 
horse, but Jones and Lewis were fortunate in 
securing the services of Ray Brown. They 
were also fortunate in having the likes of 
ex-sidemen Jerome Richardson and Bob 
Brookmeyer and Bellson sidemen Ray Pizzi 
and Allan Beutler. That meant the 
Jones-Lewis book was in good hands — and 
good lips.

With Jones coaxing sectional dynamics out 
front and Lewis goosing from behind, the 
band offered sheer excitement: a driving, 
brassy sound with propulsive rhythm from 
Lewis and Brown. Highlights were numerous: 
Allan Beutler’s baritone solo on US: Hanna’s 
independent lines on the same chart; the 
Brookmeyer arrangement and solo on Willow 
Weep For Me. with Jones’ resonant flugel
horn solo, and that great first chorus with just 
Brown and Brookmeyer carrying on an in
timate musical dialogue; Hanna’s thoughtful 
pianistics on A Child Is Born; the consistently 
inventive tenor sax work of Pizzi; the way up 
flurries by Lewis on Fingers.

And then there was DeeDee Bridgewater, a 
very fine prospect, with not only the poise and 
confidence of a veteran, but also the lung 
power to cut through the massed brass of the 
band. She can get soulful, as she did on By 
Ilie Time 1 Get To Phoenix, and she knows 
how to control her surprisingly strong false
tto. but ballads aren't her bag. She excels at 
the uptempo shouters where she is not just a 
singer with accompaniment, but an additional 
voice in and above the band.

A tribute to Louis Armstrong closed out 
the evening, with trumpeters Jones. Gillespie, 
Ferry, Eldridge, Findley and 16-yearold Walt 
Fowler (to be heard the following day in an 
all-star high school band) plus Al Hibbler. 
Mundell Lowe and John Lewis participating.

Sunday Afternoon

When the curtains parted, there were 24 
well-scrubbed faces known collectively as the 
Ygnacio Valley High School Jazz Band. They 
had earned their Monterey appearance by 
winning the First California High School Jazz 
Band Competition.

Under Bill Burke’s direction, they tackled a 
number of difficult charts by Don Rader, Bill 
Holman. Willie Maiden and Don Ellis, and 
they earned more than A for Effort. They 
succeeded in running down the arrangements 
with intelligence and cohesiveness. There 
were times when their rhythm was on the 
sluggish side, and section members failed to 
police themselves in terms of balance. But 
such criticism betrays just one thing: a lack of 
experience. Besides, whatever collective mu
sical sophistication they lacked was com
pensated for by outstanding solo work. In 
particular: Marc Langelieron trumpet and Bb 
tuba; Mary Fettig, alto and flute; Tom Char
lesworth. piano.

Clark Terry fronted the ensemble for a 
couple of numbers. Come Sunday and Terry's 
Delight, then the band went out in style, simu
lating the three-percussion format of the old 
Don Ellis band on the 7/8 swinger Pussy 
Wiggle Stomp. They won themselves a stand
ing ovation.

Admittedly, the band was a tough act to 
follow, but nothing could help the Twilighters. 
from McMinnville High School in (where 
else?) McMinnville. Oregon. Not that they're 
a bad choir; on the contrary, the 20-voices 
boast an enviable blend, but director Doug 
Anderson picked the wrong material and the 
wrong (rock-oriented) rhythm section.

John Handy returned, as he added sitar and 
violin obbligato to the choristers. Handy sang 
a long, autobiographical poem he had set to 
music. Old Enough To Remember, Young 
Enough To Dream. It was pretty, but it ten
ded to ramble: the wrong kind of premiere for 
a hot afternoon.

The right kind of combo followed — an 
amalgam of veteran all stars and future all 
stars: Raymond Lee Cheng, violin; Walt 
Fowler, trumpet: Mary Fettig, alto sax; Al
bert Wing, tenor sax; Stu Goldberg, piano; 
backed by Lowe, Ray Brown and Bellson. 
What this set proved was that none of the 
amateurs was a fluke. They held their own 
and contributed mightily to Now Is The Time 
and "A" Train.

Apparently Wing is the one to keep your 
ears on. His tenor solos were intelligent and 
overflowing with ideas. Wing and Fowler 
were best able to cope with the up tempo of 
"A" Train. Poor Miss Fettig took the wrong 
train: Cheng got off too soon, but pianist 
Goldberg quickly filled out the release as if it 
were planned. One word in behalf of Mary 
Fettig. At 18, she has a hard-edged, funky 
sound reminiscent of Vi Redd. She proved to 
be a tremendous crowd-pleaser — not be
cause of her sex. hut because of her sax!

Another young band followed, the Califor
nian All-Star High School Jazz Band — culled

Continued on page 30
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SCOTT JOPLIN:

Genius

Rediscovered
Ragtime. The uninformed are apt to think of it 
as a kind of pounded, ricky-tick, barroom 
piano. Something introduced as a novelty for 
the old folks on the Lawrence Welk Show, 
perhaps.

The somewhat better informed are apt to 
know of it as a national craze which swept 
across the country in the late 1890s and was 
beginning to subside by about 1910.

Actually, ragtime was an important event in 
American culture, its best composers were 
serious popular artists (there is no con
tradiction there), and properly performed it is 
still a wonderful music.

Those composers included Tom Turpin, 
James Scott, Joseph Lamb, (who was white), 
Artie Matthews, and, above all, Scott Joplin. 
Ragtime was something “in the air” in the 
1890s, particularly in the Middlewest. But it 
was Joplin who gave the music focus and 
leadership.

Scott Joplin had been born in 1868 in Tex
arkana, in the northeast corner of Texas into a 
family with five children where a natural 
interest in music ran high. Almost everyone in 
it, it seems, played an instrument or sang. But 
young Scott himself showed a particular inter
est in the piano in a neighbor’s house, and his 
father was able to scrape together enough to 
buy him one. The son, a quiet introspective 
boy, then proceeded to teach himself to play 
it.

By the time Joplin was 11, word of his 
abilities had reached the whites of Texarkana 
and a local teacher —a man in the “old Ger
man music instructor” tradition —undertook 
to give him free lessons.

When he was barely into his teens, Joplin 
left home to seek his fortune as a musician. 
He wandered over Texas, Louisana, and the 
Mississippi Valley. He worked wherever he 
could, in restaurants, honky tonks, pool halls, 
mining camps, bordellos. He saw a lot of life, 
particularly its seamy side, and he heard and 
played a lot of music.

By the time he was 17, Joplin had landed in 
St. Louis, then a sprawling, wide-open levee 
town where there was lots of work and lots of 
money and therefore lots of night life.

Joplin stayed there from 1885 to 1893. 
Next, he went to Chicago, joining the other 
musicians and entertainers who converged on 
that city for its “world’s fair,” the Columbian 
Exposition. 1894 saw him in Sedalia, Mo., 
were he played cornet in a concert band that 
performed just about everything —marches, 
opera overtures, and popular ditties of the 
day.

During 1895 and 1896, Joplin toured with a 
vocal Medley Quartette under his own lead
ership, and also had published his first pieces, 
a pair of sentimental waltzes (one of them 120 
bars long!), and a trio of descriptive piano 
pieces.

There were plenty of rags around by then. 
And a piece by the white bandleader W.H. 
Kreil, Mississippi Rag, was published in 
1897. The first authentic Negro rag, Tom 
Turpin’s robust Harlem Rag, followed that 

same year. But so far, nothing in ragtime from 
Joplin.

He returned to Sedalia, where in addition to 
performing, he undertook further music study 
at George Smith College, an institution for 
blacks sponsored by the Methodist Church. 
Joplin’s motive, it seems fairly clear, was to 
gain more theory in order to be able to write 
better what he was hearing in his inner ear. 
But at the same time that the outwardly shy 
and quiet Joplin continued to be accepted in 
certain "respectable” circles, like George 
Smith College, he found celebrity in the other 
world where ragtime was thriving.

His friend Arthur Marshall said, "Rags 
were played in Sedalia before Scott Joplin 
settled there, but he got to making them really 
go." The best local club was called the Maple 
Leaf, and Joplin’s best early rag was named 
for it, Maple Leaf Rag. in 1899, he took the 
piece to a local publisher and then to a St. 
Louis house. Both turned it down, but the 
latter accepted another very good Joplin 
piece, Original Rags. Joplin next took his 
Maple Leaf to John Stark, a Sedalia music 
dealer and sometime publisher, then almost 
60 years old. Stark took Maple Leaf and 
brought it out to instant, resounding success.

It sold hundreds of thousands of copies, a 
phenomenal number in those days. It also 
established a relationship based on mutual 
respect between Joplin and Stark.

I have implied above that ragtime as a style 
was something that almost had to happen 
when it did. Nowadays, a casual listener is apt 
to hear little or no difference between ragtime 
and the cakewalk music that preceded it, or 
the early jazz that followed it. But there 
seemed great differences at the time, and any
one who ignores them today (this applies to 
performers as well as listeners) will miss some 
of the most important qualities of all three 
styles.’

Cakewalk music is probably the earliest 
Afro-American style of which we have any 
record. To put things simply, the cakewalk 
was danced on alternate high kicks and played 
in heavy two-four accents, thus, ONE two 
THREE four.

Ragtime took that heavily accented 
two-four as a pianist’s bass line and added 
further syncopations in its treble melody. 
Rewriting the above in rag-style, we’d get 
something like ONE and a TWO and a 
THREE and HOUR. (I’m simplifying quite a 
bit to make my point, so 1 certainly hope it’s 
getting made!)

To be a bit technical for a moment (and 
don’t you nonmusical readers get frightened 
by this), the two most typical patterns that 
characterize rags are these:

Otherwise, one might call ragtime a kind of 
Afro-American version of the polka or its 
analog, the Sousa-style march. That is, classic 
rags are composed in several themes (with 
Joplin, usually four), put together with inter
esting and effective tonal, melodic, and rhyth
mic relationships.

Thus Joplin’s Maple Leaf Rag goes 
ABACD, and the D section makes a 
rousingly effective percussive return to the 
home-key of the opening section. Other inter
esting echoes and contrasts show up through
out the pieces.

Taking his first success, Maple Leaf Rag, 
as a model, Joplin might have turned out rag 
after rag on the same general pattern. Indeed, 
that is just what many another rag man did, 
and sometimes quite capably so. But Joplin 
continued to develop and grow, alternating 
more or less conventional rags with more 
daring ones, and even undertaking ragtime 
waltzes (Pleasant Moments is lovely), rag
time tangos (Solace), an extended dance 
score, a book of theory and instruction, and 
two ragtime operas (A Guest of Honor and 
Treemonisha) — which makes him the first 
black man to have written an opera, by the 
way.

In Magnetic Rag (1914), for example, Jop
lin laid out his themes ABCDA, with the 
opening and closing A themes, and the pivotal 
C theme standing on the tonic, the B on 
relative minor, the D on parallel minor. Thus, 
he gained a rondo-like feel (or perhaps a 
quasi-sonata?) without the mechanics of the 
rondo-form.

Indeed, the Magnetic Rag, aside from its 
obvious delights, is quite a piece. Its C theme 
breaks out of the conventional eight-bar frame 
of most rag melodies, thus anticipating Jelly 
Roll Morton's Black Bottom Stomp and Duke 
Ellington's Creole Rhapsody by many years. 
Its D theme also breaks away from the regu
lar, repetitive oompa of the ragtime bass line.

That latter is an idea that Joplin often 
played around with. One might expect so 
from a composer of his quality, for it was one 
of the most pressing and obvious problems in 
the idiom, just as the problem of a suspended 
or implied pulse has been for jazz. In various 
ways, Joplin broke off the oompa in the third 
section of The Cascades (1904), in Rose Leaf 
Bag (1907), and triumphantly in Euphonic 
Sounds (1909), in a marvelous contrapuntal 
second theme which also goes through some 
chord changes that still sound pretty 
hair-raising.

When Maple Leaf Rag succeeded so 
markedly, John Stark had moved to St. Louis 
and devoted himself to publishing. He and his 
daughter Nellie, a concert pianist of some 
repute, continued to hold Joplin in particular 
esteem, by all indications, and he them. Joplin 
had followed them to St. Louis with a new 
bride, moved into a large house and was de
voting himself exclusively to teaching and 
composing.

Meanwhile however, in the marketplace, 
ragtime gradually became increasingly de
based. Players, performed rags faster and fas
ter, trickier and trickier, flashier and flashier.

continued on page 28
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JAZZ PARTY SCRAPBOOK

Now arriving on ramp B (I to r): Bob Haggart (in doorway), Teddy 
Wilson, Clark Terry and Flip Phillips

Benny Carter chats with James Moody. Background: George 
Wein

by Dan Morgenstern

^hough this was only my second of 
nine annual Jazz Parties organized 

by patron saint Dick Gibson, I will go 
out on a limb and say that it was prob
ably the most musically varied and ex
citing of the lot.

During three days in the scenic setting 
of Colorado Springs’ Broadmoor Hotel, 
40 musicians played 40 sets in all pos
sible and seemingly impossible com
binations, making music that covered the 
entire territory of mainstream jazz. 
Though there were momentary levelings 
off, the proceedings in the main took 
place on lofty musical heights com
mensurate with the elevated altitude of 
the surroundings.

Host Dick Gibson

Photos by Jack Bradley

This was the imposing cast: Billy But
terfield, Sweets Edison, Pee Wee Erwin, 
Yank Lawson, Joe Newman, Clark Terry, 
trumpets: Vic Dickenson, Carl Fontana, 
Urbie Green, Ed Hubble, Trummy 
Young, Kai Winding, trombones; Barney 
Bigard, Johnny Mince, clarinets; Bob 
Wilber, clarinet, soprano; Al Cohn, Bud 
Freeman, Flip Phillips, Zoot Sims, tenors; 
James Moody, tenor and flute; Budd 
Johnson, baritone and soprano; Victor 
Feldman, Dick Hyman, Willie “The Lion” 
Smith, Ralph Sutton, Ross Tompkins, 
Teddy Wilson, piano; Lynn Christie, Bob 
Haggart, Milt Hinton, Larry Ridley, bass; 
Mousey Alexander, Alan Dawson, Duffy 

continued on page 32

Vic Dickenson (I) and Trummy Young Trumpet titans Joe Newman, Clark Terry and “Sweets" Edison.
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SPOTLIGHT REVIEW

DIZZY GILLESPIE/
BOBBY HACKETT______________

GIANTS-Perception PLP 19: Love for Sale; 
Autumn Leaves; Caravan; Jitterbug Waltz; Will
ow Weep for Me; Birks' Works; My Man.

Personnel: Gillespie, Hackett, trumpet; Mary 
Lou Williams, piano; George Duvivier, bass; Gra
dy Tate, drums.

Rating: ★ ★★★★

At the beginning of the year, when the 
concert at which this album was taped took 
place at the Overseas Press Club in New 
York. 1 wrote that it was unlikely that the 
musical peak reached at this event would be 
surpassed in 1971.

Well, it hasn’t so far. and I would go fur
ther—this is one of the truly great jazz 
records of all time. That this summit meeting 
was captured for posterity is something to be 
grateful for.

The combination of Gillespie and Hackett 
may seem odd to those who pigeonhole their 
jazz in categories —historical or social. In 
fact, it is as logical as could be. Less than 
three years apart in age, the two trumpet 
giants are masters of the art of improvisation. 
Each man kowns changes backward and for
ward, each has developed his own unique 
style. The fact that their styles are so individ
ual enhances their collaboration.

The two men are friends (for a long time, 
they were neighbors) and respect and admire 
each other. In recent years, they have 
worked together on several occasions, no
tably at a Newport trumpet workshop. But 
never before in so perfect setting as this, with 
a superb rhythm section, no clock watching, 
and a warm and conducive atmosphere.

As a result, mutual inspiration reaches a 
level seldom surpassed —on record or live. 
There is a great deal of interplay, or if you 
will, collective improvisation. At times, as on 
the superb Jitterbug Waltz, ideas and even 
sound echo each other to a degree that it 
becomes difficult to tell who is playing —in 
the words of a trumpeter friend, “they 
sound as if they were married.”

Indeed, interplay is the rule here. There 
are no individual features as such, even 
though Willow largely belongs to Hackett, 
and My Mun is mainly Gillespie’s. But even 
on these, the other man has his say. Unlike 
some highly creative encounters between 
players of the same instrument, this was not 
a cutting contest but rather a warm and in
timate conversation on the highest spiritual 
plane. At a moment where an element of com
petition enters —the fabulous exchanges that 
climax My Man - Hackett yields to Gillespie 
after the latter has tossed off an incredible 
run. (On the record, there is a moment of 
silence before Hackett takes the number out; 
what happened was that Bobby gave Diz a 
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look that said: “Now, you don't expect me to 
play anything behind that!" A lovely in
stant.)

Gillespie is in tremendous form; this is 
easily one of the best records he’s ever made, 
and that includes some great ones. Miles may 
be the current ruler of the roost, but Dizzy’s 
still his daddy. He does some things here that 
stagger the mind. Ideas, speed, power, exec
ution, and harmonic and rhythmic imagina
tion beyond compare —he’s got them all.

Hackett, though suffering from a not fully 
mended broken shoulder, rises to the occas
ion. The beauty of his sound is a true reflec
tion of the beauty of his mind; his conception 
is the essence of musicality. Rarely (unfortu
nately) heard in a setting as “modern” as 
this, his approach is beyond category. Hear 
him on Dizzy’s piece, Birk’s Works, where 
he does some things that will surprise even 
his closest followers.

Mary Lou Williams, a most remarkable 
musician, is not only the ideal accompanist to

the heady work of the trumpeters, but 
contributes solos that maintain the level of 
inspiration. She swings like a demon, turns 
the changes inside out, and makes some 
musical statements that rank with the great
est jazz piano playing on record. The senior 
member of this gathering, she thinks and 
plays like a youngster, but with a dimension 
of wisdom beyond the grasp of youth.

Duvivier, who has no peers, takes only 
one brief solo, but he is felt at all times. His 
gorgeous sound and impeccable time and 
choice of notes add up to a perfect definition 
of the bassist’s true role in this music: to give 
inspirational support.

Grady Tate says he’d rather sing than play 
drums. Maybe so. but there can be no 
question he enjoyed this date. I’ve never 
heard him play better. Like Duvivier, he 
knew what he was there for.

Technically, the recording is not perfect. 
Hackett is frequently not favored by the bal
ance. and one of the tracks starts with a 
mixed-up mix. The cover and liner notes are 
inadequate. But that doesn’t matter at all; 
one would cherish this music if it had be 
recorded in mono on somebody’s home 
equipment and issued on scratchy-surfaced 
acetates.

That music like this can be played and 
recorded in 1971 is an occasion for rejoicing. 
Sure, the passing of time brings 
change— that’s a fact of life. But it is also a 
fact that certain values remain constant. The 
music on this wonderful record affirms the 
permanent value of truth and beauty. Run 
out and get it. Don’t wait. Things this good 
have a way of disappearing fast. Get two 
while you’re at it; I’ve already almost worn 
out mine. —Morgenstern

GLORIA COLEMAN____________
SINGS AND SWINGS ORGAN-Mainstream 

MRL 322: Bugaloo For Ernie; Sunday, Monday 
Or Always; Fungi Mama; You Better Go Now; 
Blues For Youse; Blue Bossa; Love Nest; Fly Me 
To The Moon.

Personnel: Ray Copeland, fluegelhorn; Dick 
Griffin, trombone (both on tracks 2,4,6,7 only); 
James Anderson, tenor sax; Ms. Coleman, or
gan, vocal; Earl Dunbar, guitar; Charles Davis, 
drums.

Rating: ★★★

Three stars means “good” and that’s just 
what this record is. It’s not going to knock 
you out but you’re going to dig some good 
sounds on an album that is thoroughly inter
esting, pleasant and good.

The only real complaint I’ve got is the 
continued lack of recognition given to the 
great Ray Copeland. His fluegelhorn is part of 
the band on all the vocal tracks, but only on 
Kenny Dorham’s Bossa do Ray and trom
bonist Dick Griffin get a chance to stretch 
out. Both are fine players. Griffin has 
achieved a measure of fame with Rahsaan 
Roland Kirk and Sun Ra, but Copeland is 
still relatively unknown. Ever since Monk’s 
Music on Riverside, I’ve been waiting to 
hear more from this vastly underrated horn
man. His moment of glory on Bossa is a 
delightful morsel.

Ms. Coleman’s strong point as organist is 
her ability to vary colorations rather than 
setting the Hammond up with one com
bination and just leaving it there. As a singer, 
her strong points are taste, good choice of 
tunes and a soft, cuddly voice that is a wel
come relief from some of the ladies who ago
nize their way through rock vocals today.

Heretofore unknown to me, tenor saxist 
Anderson plays quite well indeed, as do gui
tarist Dunbar and drummer Davis. The latter 
knows how to comp without bombing out the 
soloist.

Like I said, it’s a good record. You can 
even dance to it. — Klee

LARRY CORYELL_______________
BAREFOOT BOY-Flying Dutchman FD-10139: 

Gypsy Queen; The Great Escape; Call to the 
Higher Consciousness.

Personnel: Steve Marcus, soprano, tenor 
saxes; Coryell, guitar; Roy Haynes, drums; Law
rence Killian, conga; Harry Wilkinson, per
cussion. Tracks 2, 3: add Mervin Bronson, bass. 
Track 3: add Michael Mandel, piano.

Rating: ★ ★ ★ ★
Coryell is heard here in a fine album, with

out doubt the best he’s done so far.
The music is soulful jazz-rock fusion stuff 

in a relaxed but powerful groove, spaced by 
occasional free playing.

The album also features some of the strong
est and most inventive playing in some time 
from Marcus. After the fragmented abstract
ion and Coltrane-copy playing on his own



albums of the last few years, his work here is 
most welcome. Marcus’ soprano solos (on 
Queen and Call) are fairly individual; his te
nor lines reflect some Archie Shepp qualities.

Coryell’s solos are, as usual, a powerfully 
expressed melange of straight playing and am
plifier feedback, etc. He plays balanced and 
intriguing solos with the more far-out areas 
flowing in and out logically. He's got his own 
mind and is open to many musics.

Haynes provides the group’s steam, and 
does it as few others could. Killian and Bron
son, both good players, have been members of 
Haynes’ groups, by the way. Mandel is an 
added treat, playing with drive and freedom 
and sounding like a jagged McCoy Tyner.

The music gets into some really delicious 
rhythmic areas, and is very good on both jazz 
and rock levels. —Smith

NATHAN DAVIS
MAKATUKA-Segue LPS 1000: Makatuka; To 

Ursula with Love; Slave March; Extra Sensory 
Perfection; I Want to be Free; Ladies Lib.

Personnel: Nelson Harrison, trombone; Davis, 
soprano & tenor saxes, bass clarinet; Joe Kenne
dy, piano; Don Depaotis, electric piano; Mike 
Taylor, bass; Virgil Walters, electric bass; Rod
ger Humphries, drums; Wheeler Winstead, vocal.

Rating: ★★★★

This is a very solid album by Nathan 
Davis. For those unfamiliar with his work, 
he lived for some ten years in Europe where 
he taught and played steadily. He returned to 
the U.S. in the fall of 1969 to accept a posi
tion at the University of Pittsburgh as Assis
tant Professor of Music. In the last two years, 

he has developed a very fine jazz studies 
program. This album represents his first 
stateside effort, although he made several al
bums in Europe.

His playing is vigorous, but never out of 
control. Like most tenor players of the '60s, 
his style is highly influenced by John Col
trane; yet, like his old friend Eric Dolphy, 
Davis has added to his reeds the bass clari
net, which gives him great versatility. He is a 
confident, highly polished player whose dedi
cation to the idiom helps him span three tra
ditions of jazz: bop, hard-bop, and free.

Of the six other players on this date, only 
Humphries and Taylor have had any profes
sional experience to speak of outside of the 
Pittsburgh area. The three principal soloists 
are Davis, Harrison and Kennedy. The latter 
both perform boldly, with Harrison partic
ularly effective alongside Davis. His ap
proach to the trombone is legato, with 
well-thought-out intervallic relationships. 
Bassist Jimmy Garrison gives four rules for 
successful musicianship: know where you’re 
at. know where you’re going, have a basic 
knowledge of what your tools are, and have 
the sound of what you’re playing in your ear 
at all times. Harrison seems to be well aware 
of these rules. His playing in both ensemble 
and solo is almost flawless.

Kennedy sometimes is a little busy but has 
good control and hears outside of the harmo
nic structure extremely well. The use of two 
pianos (one electric) is interesting for two 
reasons: First, for the different sounds, and 
second, for the contrasts in playing. Kennedy 
and Depaotis approach the piano so differ
ently that it sets up a natural contrast, and 
contrast is the essence of music. Humphries 

lends very fine support throughout, though 
he is limited because he’s kept pretty hem
med in by the monotony of the rhythms.

Davis is a player of exceptional taste. He 
can be overpowering and yet lyrical to the 
point of sentimentality (Ursula). He is a 
well-organized man. and this helps him pull 
off a precisioned album, but in doing so he 
had to make a compromise in the material 
used. The pieces are very close in interest 
and some tend toward being contrived 
(Ladies and Free).

All in all, this is a positive effort. I would 
like to hear Davis with fresher material and 
players who might carry their own weight, 
but 1 admire any player of reputation who 
helps to expose less experienced players to 
the public. . -Cole

ASTRUD GILBERTO/
STANLEY TURRENTINE_________
ASTRUD GILBERTO/STANLEY TURREN
TINE—CTI 6008: Wanting Things; Brazilian 
Tapestry; To A Flame; Solo El Fin; Zazueira; Pon- 
teio; Traveling Light; Vera Cruz; Historia de 
Amor; Love Story; Where There's A Heartache.

Personnel: Turrentine, tenor sax; Hubert Laws, 
George Marge, Romeo Penque, Jerome Richard
son, flutes; Gene Bertoncini, Sam Brown, Bob 
Mann, Sivouca, guitars; Eumir Deodato, electric 
piano: Ron Carter, Russell George, bass; Airto 
Moreira, Joao Palma. Dom Um Romano. Dennis 
Siewell, percussion; Toots Thielemans, harmoni
ca; Paul Gershamn, Emanuel Green, Julie Held, 
Harry Katzman, Joe Malin, Gene Orloff. Harold 
Coletta, George Ricci, strings; Astrud Gilberto, 
vocal.

Rating: ★ ★ ★ ★
This is a very pleasing album of what’s

Announcing the release of 
Ben Sidran’s first album 
which marks the publication 
of his first book.

Ben has been largely a back
ground personality for most of 
his career. He’s worked with a 
lot of fine artists like the 
Rolling Stones, Eric Clapton, 
and Jesse Davis. And he’s 
made significant contributions 
as a songwriter and piano 
player to several Steve 
Miller albums.
Now he has a book called 
Black Talk, about black music 
as an alternative to literacy. 
It’s a new way of appreciating 
black music and a revolutionary 
way of looking at the black 
culture in this country.
And he has an album called 
Feel Your Groove, which is 
what his music is all about. 
“He has applied his jazz roots 
to rock and roll, and the result 
is amazing ... I put Ben in 
amongst the few [musicians], 
of all that I’ve worked with, that 
I do respect.” — from the liner 
notes by Glyn Johns.
Ben Sidran/singer-songwriter, 
piano player-book writer.
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LOUIS ARMSTRONG
July 4, 1900-July 6, 1971 RCA VPM 6044 

KENNY BURRELL
God Bless the Children CTI 6011

BUTTERFLY BLUES BAND - Sometimes
I Just Feel Like Smilin' Ele 75013

BILL EVANS Album Col 30855
GARY BARTZ NTU Troop - Harlem

Bush Music: Taifa Mil 9031
JOHN LEE HOOKER - Coast to

Coast Blues Band U-A 5512
SERGIO MENDES & BRASIL '66

Pais Tropical ASM 4315
MILES DAVIS - Miles Davis U-A 9952
JIMMY MCGRIFF - Black Pearl Blu 84374 
CHARLES MINGUS - Better Git It

In Your Soul (2 LPs) Col 30628
PERCY MAYFIELD

Blues-And Then Some RCA 4558
DAVE BRUBECK TRIO/GERRY MULLIGAN 

S CINCINNATI SYMPHONY ORCH. Dec 710181
VARIOUS ARTISTS - 3 DECADES OF JAZZ

1939 - 1949
1949 - 1959

Blu
Blu

89902
89903

1959 - 1969 Blu 89904
JEAN-LUC PONTY

Electric Connection S-P 20156
BESSIE SMITH

Any Woman's Blues Col G30126
ELVIN JONES - The Ultimate Blu 84305
MELBROWN'S FIFTH Imp 9209
CHET ATKINS - Pickin' My Way RCA 4585
WHO - Who 's Next Dec 79182

IF - If 3 Cap 820 CLARK TERRY/BOBBY BROOKMEYER
LOU DONALDSON - Ha' Mercy Cad 2- 60007 Quintet Mai 320
JACK DAUGHERTY - And the 

Class of 1971 A&M 3038
COUNT BASIE & HIS ORCHESTRA 

Afrique Fly 10138
WES MONTGOMERY - Best of

Vol. II Ver 8757TF
JACK De JOHNETTE 

Have You Heard? Mil 9029
GERTRUDE "MA” RAINEY 

Queen of the Blues Bio 12032
CHARLIE BYRD-For All We Know 
GILBERTO WITH TURPENTINE

Col 30622
CTI 6008

DON ELLIS - Tears of Joy Col 30927 WEATHER REPORT (Zawinu1/Vitous/
DAVE BRUBECK 

Adventures in Time Col 30625
Shorter/Moreira/Mouzon)

ELLA FITZGERALD
Col 30661

WALTER BISHOP,JR - Coral Keys B-J 2 Things Ain't What They Used To Be
HARVEY MANDEL (S Friends) 

Get Off in Chicago Ova 14 -15TF
(And You Better Believe It) 

HERBIE HANCOCK - The Best of.
Rep 6432TF

. Blu 89907
ALICE COLTRANE 

Universal Consciousness Imp 9210
DREAMS - Dreams 
DOC SEVERINSEN - Brass Roots

Col 30225
RCA 4522

ARCHIE SHEPP
Things Have Got To Change Imp 9212

STEVE ALLEN 
Soulful Brass #3 Fly 10133

SOUL TO SOUL (Roberta Flack/ 
Eddie Harris/Les McCann/WiIson

MILT JACKSON/RAY BROWN BAND 
Memphis Jackson Imp 9193

Pickett/Staple Singers/Ike 
Tina Turner

& 
Atl 7207

MAYNARD FERGUSON
Screamin' Blues Mai 316

LALO SCHIFRIN
Rock Requiem Ver 8801

BOBBY HUTCHERSON - Now 
RAHSAAN ROLAND KIRK

Blu 4333

COUNT BASIE 
Have a Nice Day Day 2005

Rahsaan Rahsaan 
ALBERT AYLER - Last Album

Atl 1575TF
Imp 9208

BESSIE SMITH - The Empress Col 30818 ADDERLEY BROTHERS IN
HERBIE MANN

Memphis Underground Atl 1522
NEW ORLEANS 

FREDDIE HUBBARD
Mil 9030

At the Village Gate Atl 1380 Straight Life CTI 6007TF
GRAND FUNK RAILROAD 

On Time Cap ST307
HUBERT LAWS 

Afro-Classic CTI 6006TF
JOHN COLTRANE - Ascension Ips 9 5 ART BLAKEY - Boots & Herbs Blu 84347
WORLD'S GREATEST JAZZ BAND Pro 5309 RAY CHARLES w. ARBEE STIDHAM/LIL
ORNETTE COLEMAN

Friends and Neighbors Fly 123
SON JACKSON/JAMES WAYNE 

HORACE SILVER - Best
Mai 310

Blu 4325
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LATIN JAZZ QUINTET
Oh.' Pharoah Speak Trp 8008

MARVIN GAYE
What's Going On Tam 310

JOHNNY HAMMOND - Breakout Kud 1
LARRY CORYELL

At the Village Gate Van 6573
B. B. KING

Live at the Regal ABC 724
JETHRO TULL - Aqualung Rep 2035
HUGH MASAKELA AND UNION 

OF SOUTH AFRICA Chi 808
ERIC KLOSS 

To Hear Is to See Pre 7689
OSCAR PETTIFORD

0. P. Memorial Album Pre 7813
THELONIOUS MONK 

Greatest Hits Col CS9775
JAMES BROWN 

Say It Loud Kng 5/1047
DONNY HATHAWAY Ate 33360
DIZZY GILLESPIE/BOBBY HACKETT/

MARY LOU WILLIAMS 
Giants Pep 19

WOODY HERMAN - Brand New Fan 8414
LENNY BRUCE 

What I Was Arrested For D-I 30872
MOM MABLEY/PIGMEAT MARKHAM 

Laugh Time Chs 2-60000
MELVIN SPARKS - Spark Plug Pre 10016
SHUGGIE OTIS

Freedom Flight Epi E30752
RUSTY BRYANT - Fire Eater Pre 10014
PETE FOUNTAIN 

New Orleans All Stars Eve 257
JAMES BROWN - Hot Pants Pol 4054
JIMMY RUSHING - The You and 

Me That Used To Be RCA 4566
SONNY ROLLINS

First Recordings Pre 7856
DIZZY GILLESPIE 

Portrait of Jenny Pep 15
LAURINDO ALMEIDA

Spanish Guitar Recital Eve 3287
LEONARD PENNARIO (Pitt. Symphony)

George Gershwin's Concerto 
In F Eve 3288

OSIBUSA Dec 75285
RASPUTON'S STASH Cot 9046
JOE YOUNG

Mighty Joe Young Del 629
BIG JOE WILLIAMS

Nine String Blues Del 627
GEORGE BARNES & BUCKY PIZZARELLI

A&R 7100/077
ARETHA FRANKLIN 

Aretha's Greatest Hits Atl 8295TF
RAHSAAN ROLAND KIRK 

Natural Black Inventions: 
Root Strata Atl 1578

CHARLES TOLLIVER - Music Inc. S-E 1971
KING CURTIS 

Live At Fillmore West Ate 33-359
IRA SULLIVAN 

Nicky' s Tune Del 422
MA RAINEY 

Down In The Basement Mil 2018
THE MOTHERS 

Fillmore East--June 1971 Rep 2042
EARL HINES - At Home Del 212
HOWLIN'WOLF 

The London Howlin' Wolf 
Sessions Chs 60008TF

CAROLE KING - Tapestry Ode 77099
EL CHICANO - Revolucio Kap 3640
BOOKER T & THE MGs 

Melting Pot Stx 2035
LIGHTHOUSE

One Fine Morning Evo 3007
MILES DAVIS

Sketches of Spain Col 8271
B.B. KING 

Indianola Mississippi Seeds ABC 713TF
VARIOUS ARTISTS 

Core of Jazz MGM 4737
WOODY HERMAN

Woody Cad 845
BILLIE HOLIDAY 

Lady Day Col 637

Note: Remember to indicate which configu
ration you want . 

usually described as mood-, background- or 
easy-listening music and it succeeds admi
rably in its intentions. It’s warm, relaxed and 
totally disarming romantic music —in other 
words, exactly what it’s supposed to be —and 
has been carried forward with the attention 
to detail for which producer Creed Taylor 
has long been noted.

Every element of the production is in such 
fruitful, considered balance, that it’s quite 
easy to overlook the fact that it’s nominally 
Mrs. Gilberto’s album. So much care has 
been lavished upon every aspect of the 
production —choice of songs, Deodato’s in
candescent arrangements, the solo state
ments by Turrentine and others, the lustrous 
clarity of the recording and sound mix —that 
her contributions to the proceedings seem no 
more than just another element in a musical 
whole— the effectiveness of which derives 
from its totality rather than from the strength 
or singularity or any one of its components.

All of which means that had she been 
replaced by any other competent singer that 
result would doubtless have been the same. 
And much the same is true of Turrentine. who 
skates blithely across the music whenever it’s 
his turn to be up front. The only soloist who 
impresses with any display of 
individuality is guitarist Mann, who seems to 
have effected a very attractive fusion of jazz 
and rock elements. It would be instructive to 
hear him at greater length in a more challeng
ing context.

It’s pointless to judge this type of music by 
jazz standards; despite its jazz orientation 
and its use of certain expressive means usu
ally associated with jazz, its ends are quite 
different. Suffice it to say that this is a very 
charming program of superior romantic 
music carried forth with taste, creativity and 
restraint, and thus quite similar to several 
albums of like Taylor-produced music by 
Walter Wanderley, Antonio Carlos Jobim 
and Paul Desmond, most of which I find 
more incisive than this and for which I would 
reserve five-star ratings. — Welding

MILT JACKSON/RAY BROWN
MEMPHIS JACKSON-Impulse 9193: Uh-Huh; 

One Mint Julep (one way); Oh Happy Day; Mem
phis Junction; Queen Mother Stomp; Braddock 
Breakdown; A Sound For Sore Ears; Enchanted 
Ladv; One Mint Julep (the other way): Picking 
Up The Vibrations.

Personnel: Harry Edison, John Audino, Buddy 
Childers, Al Aarons, Ollie Mitchell. Bud Brisbois, 
trumpets; Randy Aidcroft, Jimmy Cleveland, 
Kenny Shroyer, trombones; John T. Johnson, 
tuba; Teddy Edwards, Harold Land, Ernie Watts, 
Jim Horn, John Lowe, saxes; Mile Melvoin, Joe 
Sample, piano, electric piano; Jackson, vibra- 
harp; Howard Roberts, Fred Robinson, guitar; 
Brown, bass, conductor; Wilton Felder, electric 
bass; Earl Palmer, Paul Humphries, Carl "Cub
by" O'Brien, drums; Victor Feldman, percussion.

Rating: ★ *1/2
Soulful as the intent obviously was, this 

album speaks in a seldom-relieved monotone. 
There’s no law that says that hit-and-run 
studio sessions won’t come off; many have. 
But inspiration seems to have poked its head 
in the door of the Hollywood studio only 
periodically in this case.

Jackson sounds good. Jackson always 
sounds good. So do Teddy Edwards and 
Harold Land. All of them have sounded bet
ter. The approach is based in bluesly sim
plicity but the music doesn’t swing hard, and

RightOutYourJazz

MRL 333 CURTIS FULLER “CRANK- 
IN”—Featuring: Curtis Fuller—Trom
bone; Lenny White—Drums; George 
Cables —Electric Piano; Stan Clark- 
Fender Bass; Bill Washer—Electric Gui
tar; Ray Moros—Tenor Sax; Bill Hard
man—Trumpet

MRL 336 BUDDY TERRY “AWARE
NESS”—Featuring: Buddy Terry —Sax; 
Cecil Bridgewater—Trumpet; Stanley 
Cowell — Piano; Buster Williams —Bass; 
Victor Gaskin —Bass; Mickey Roker — 
Drums; Mtume —Conga Drums; Roland 
Prince—Electric Guitar

MRL 337 HAL CALPER “THE GUER
ILLA BAND”—Featuring: Hal Galper- 
Piano; Victor Gaskin—Bass; Bob Mann 
— Guitar; Mike Brecker —Sax; Randy 
Brecker—Trumpet; Steve Haas—Drums; 
Charles Alias—Drums

Available on Ampex Tapes

MAINSTREAM

A RED LION PRODUCTION

Write for free Catalogue: Dept. I)

Mainstream Records, Inc..
1700 Broadway, New York, N.Y. 10019 
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in this context hard swing is what saves the 
day.

Jimmy Heath’s A Sound For Sore Ears 
provides some harmonic relief. Jackson and 
Aaron (muted) have good solos on Bags’ nice 
ballad. Enchanted Lady. Brown has a few 
brief solo spots on acoustic bass, but Felder 
carries the rhythmic load on Fender while 
Big Daddy conducts. Brown’s hortatory 
presence in the rhythm section might have 
made a big difference.

For a more accurate and satisfying in
dication of the possibilities in the com
bination of Brown. Jackson and Edwards, 
consult Thar's The Way It Is Impulse 9189 — 
db, July 9, 1970) recorded a couple of months 
earlier in 1969. — Ramsey

You don't have to be 
an engineer to choose 
high fidelity components 
confidently
The purpose of high fidelity is simple: to reproduce music accurately. 
But descriptions of how this is done are usually cloaked in quasi- 
technical jargon that reduces the language of science into a new 
kind of hype. The point of such exercises is to give you spurious 
reasons to buy something that somebody has to sell.
Acoustic Research can help. The people at AR have written a series 
of comprehensive but nontechnical articles explaining the essentials 
of high fidelity, which will provide you with a working understand
ing of what can be expected from hkfi equipment.
You can get copies of these articles free of charge by mailing the 
coupon below.

Acoustic Research manufactures high fidelity components that are 
designed for home use, but are also widely used in professional and 
scientific applications.

RAHSAAN ROLAND KIRK
NATURAL BLACK INVENTIONS: ROOT 

STRATA-ATLANTIC SD 1578: Something For 
Trane That Could Have Said: Island Cry; Runnin' 
From The Trash; Day Dream; The Ragman And 
The Junkman Ran From The Businessman They 
Laughed And He Cried; Breath-A-Thon; Rah- 
saanica; Raped Voices; Haunted Feelings; Pre
lude Back Home; Dance Of The Lobes; Harder & 
Harder Spiritual; Black Root.

Personnel: Kirk, tenor sax, stritch, manzello, B 
Flat and E-flat clarinet, flute, black puzzle flute, 
black mystery pipes, harmonium, piccolo, bass 
drum, thundersheet, sock cymbal, bells, music 
box, palms, tympani, gong; Sonelius Smith, pia
no (on Day Dream only) Joe Texidor, washboard, 
triangle, thundersheet, tambourine; Maurice 
McKinley, conga drums.

Rating: *★ ★ ★
Given his virtuosity on so many and di

verse instruments, it stands to reason that 
someday someone would record a Kirk 
one-man band album. This one isn’t quite 
that, but darn near. Rahsaan enlists the aid of 
two percussion players to help him out and 
on one selection uses a pianist, but by and 
large it’s a Rahsaan Roland Kirk one-man 
show, without benefit of overdubbing.

For an example of real tour de force play
ing, check out Runnin’ From The Trash, a 
duet between saxophone and sock cymbal 
working together but independently of each 
other. For sheer beauty and roots there is 
Strayhorn’s Day Dream, once a vehicle for 
Johnny Hodges. Rahsaan makes it his own, 
choosing flute over saxophone, so comparison 
can serve no useful purpose. A duet with a 
music box in Haunted Feelings is an inter
esting case. The two “musicians”, live and 
mechanical, start off in unison, but as Rah
saan begins to improvise, one becomes aware 
that the machine can do only what the preset 
patterns tell it to do. It is the live musician 
who triumphs.

Due to the somewhat experimental nature 
of this album, it is not easy music. The begin
ning listener would do well with Rahsaan 
Rahsaan as a prerequisite to hearing this al
bum. For those are already aware of this 
genius of “black classical music”, this album 
can only bring further joy and wonderment.

Though they are present infrequently and 
intermittently, don’t underate the value of the 
rhythm players, particularly Texidor. The 
right touch of his triangle on Prelude Back 
Home is alone worthy of praise, and on tam
bourine he has no equal.

As Rahsaan says in the liner notes:
/ have accepted the fact that a lot of people 
are still asleep and will stay asleep on these 
duets and sounds that are a part of my life - 
my black experience.

The rest of us can rejoice that Rahsaan 
went in the studio and did it. —Klee

WAYNE SHORTER
ODYSSEY OF ISKA-Blue Note BST-84363: 

Wind; Storm; Calm; De Pois Do Amor, O Vazio; 
Joy.

Personnel: Shorter, soprano, tenor saxes; 
Dave Friedman, vibes, marimba; Gene Ber- 
toncini, guitar; Ron Carter, Cecil McBee, bass; 
Billy Hart, Al Mouzon, drums; Frank Cuomo, per
cussion, drums.

Rating: ★

This album follows in the footsetps of 
Shorter’s Supernova and forecasts Weather 
Report. Admirers of those albums, especially 
of the former, will be enthusiastic about Od
yssey of Iska, which is even more suave and 
elegant than Supernova and not yet the sonic 
wallpaper of Weather Report.

Speaking as a listener who has felt Shorter 
to be one of the music’s most subtle and 
witty creators since the time of his first 
recordings, I find myself disappointed and 
puzzled by his recent choice of direction. I 
am disappointed because his devotion to son
ic color, virtually at the expense of any other 
kind of energy and invention, seems regres
sive in the light of the principal musical 
events of the past decade. I am puzzled be
cause this prettiness that claims “to suggest 
infinity in absolute form” is even belied by 
the vinegary strength of his own previous 
music.

If there is an answer to this, 1 believe it 
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lies in Shorter’s seeming desire to renounce 
the notion of the improvising musician as the 
purveyor of a competitive, flamboyant ego. 
A noble impulse at first thought, but one that 
cannot be achieved, I think, by the appli
cation of simplicities and restraints that 
amount to little more than a toning-down of 
invention. What 1 hear on this album is a 
musician trying to disappear. 1 wish he 
wouldn’t. —Kart

THE SOFT MACHINE
FOURTH-Columbia C30754: Teeth; Kings and 

Queens; Fletcher's Blemish; Virtually Part 
1,2,3,4.

Personnel: Elton Dean, alto sax. saxello; Mike 
Ratledge, organ, piano; Hugh Hopper, bass gui
tar; Robert Wyatt, drums. Mark Charig cornet; 
Nick Evans trombone; Alan Skidmore tenor sax; 
Jimmy Hastings, bass clarinet, flute; Ray Bab- 
bington, bass.

Rating: ★★★

1 first heard the Soft Machine on their 
second ABC-Probe album, Second: a collage 
of disarming comedy and music, somewhat a 
la the Bonzo Dog Band, only less mad. I 
next heard the Soft Machine on their first 
Columbia album, Third: a double-LP of 
extended instrumental mood playing, but 
without word nor wit; I was not altogether 
appreciative.

Now I hear the Soft Machine again, as 

amusing instrumentally as earlier comically; 
should the two styles ever unite again, what a 
super group this might be. Otherwise, the 
playing here moves me far more than on the 
previous date; still as loose and moody as 
before, only now with more directed energy, 
or at least more charting.

The basic quartet of Hopper, Ratledge, 
Wyatt, and Dean is here reinforced by four 
extra horns and a second bass, with no gui
tars at all, and to better advantage overall. 
And yet the sound created never seems 
wholly invigorating, certainly softer than one 
would expect of music in mainly a rock con
text, even now and then pastel, but finally 
somewhat unsatisfying —the experience of the 
record seldom extends beyond the immediate 
period of listening, at least to me.

Currents of tempo and tone interchange 
well and often and with great color through
out; moments surface for special note. Teeth 
features free-wheeling ensemble cookery, 
proving great care with the various voicings; 
the extra horns become involved only at 
points where most effective. Kings and 
Queens spots Dean on saxello in a rambling, 
quasi-Eastern mode; the atmosphere is okay, 
but of little merit otherwise.

Fletcher's Blemish plays free en masse 
from the first, with Dean on alto in the lead 
and everyone else blowing as they will, but is 
not often interesting. Compared to the in
tense spontaneity I hear from true mass im
provisers like those among the black avant. 

the Soft Machine sounds merely limpid.
Virtually Parts 1-4 attempts the same over 

the whole second side, working from simple 
rhythmic or melodic figures through textures 
and solos by virtually all, then waning away. 
And yet as tight as the band plays and as 
adventursome as the pieces seem, little of the 
LP becomes that memorable.

The Soft Machine indeed plays well, and 
considering the pop veneer of the album may 
perchance offer more vital music than usual 
to the pop fancier who may hear it. even if by 
mistake. Live I am sure the Soft Machine 
proves far better, because recording, or cer
tainly this particular recording, seldom 
creates an immediate kinetic presence. Other
wise, the record is pleasant, diverting, and 
commendable in intent. -Bourne

JOHN WHITE__________________
JOHN WHITE-Mainstream 330: Help Us Out; 

Granite and Concrete; City; Number 3; Right 
Off; Tried to Touch.

Personnel: John Wilmath, trumpet; Jock 
Williams, trombone; Sonny Red, alto saxophone; 
Hadley Caliman, tenor saxophone, flute; Meri 
Saunders, electric piano, organ; White, guitar; 
Terry Hensley, Dale Smith, bass; J. Burr, conga; 
Phil Wilson, drums; Robert Williams, vocal (?).

Rating: ★★

If you’re planning a “radical chic” party of 
the type described by Tom Wolfe, you could 
do no better than to choose this LP to fur
nish the background music. It sounds enough 
like the real things it derives from to fool 
most casual listeners. For the bloods at the 
party the music has plenty of the rhythmic
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Father of Ragtime.

And they're available 
exclusively from Audio

phile records. All fifty of 
Joplin's are impeccably 

recorded in this two 
volume set. A set 
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copious album 

notes tracing both 
the life- and the 

mind- of the man 
many consider to have

Also available: The Complete Piano Works of James Scott (2 reds) S9.90

Please rush, on approval the records checked below
□ The Complete Piano Works of Scott Joplin 
□ The Complete Piano Works of James Scott 
□ Both Sets and Save 10%
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Records □ Box 66 □ 
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solos that are, sad to say. more smoke than 
fire, over rhythmic bases that are repetitious 
rather than hypnotic and which, thanks to the 
instrumentation and the unvarying approach, 
bore rather than excite.

The end result is that of a more “heavy” 
jazz-inflected version of Carlos Santana’s 
Latin rock without any of its charm or con
ciseness of utterance. AnJ the tunes, while 
obviously "hipper” than Santana’s, are far 
less interesting over the long haul, partic
ularly in view of the emptiness of tfie soloing.

The ambitious double-fold packaging pro
vides only minimal information (personnel 
and timing of the selections), a situation to be 
deplored in an artist’s debut album. Then, 
too, while a “Robert Williams” is credited as 
vocalist, it appears they forgot to mix his 
contributions into the music. Either that or 
he’s doing an uncannily perfect imitation of an 
instrument. Could be he’s responsible 
for the nagging, barely audible buzzing in the 
background of Number 3. — Welding
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er Bill Holman, a native Californian, came to prominence in the 
1950s as one of the definitive big band jazz arrangers on the west 
coast, and as a tenor saxophonist of considerable accomplishment.

Over the past two decades Willis (as his wife, singer Jeri Southern, 
prefers to call him) has been associated with Charlie Barnet, Stan 
Kenton, the Los Angeles Neophonic, Terry Gibbs, Gerry Mulligan, 
Doc Severinsen, Woody Herman and Buddy Rich.

Well known already for his extensive vocal background work for 
Peggy Lee, Sarah Vaughan, Ella Fitzgerald, Anita O'Day and June 
Christy among others, he has entered a new era of recognition via 
the Fifth Dimension and The Association.

Among his recent jazz credits have been an original piece for 
Clark Terry to play as guest soloist at the Eastern Washington State 
College Jazz Festival; and an arrangement of This Could Be The 
Start Of Something, specially recorded by Terry Gibbs with a big 
band, for use this season as the theme of Steve Allen’s nightly 
television series.

This was Holman’s first Blindfold Test. He was given no informa
tion about the records played.

bill Holman
1. STAN KENTON. Rendezvous at Sunset (from 
Back to Balboa, Creative World.) Bill Perkins, 
tenor sax; Johnny Richards, composer, arranger. 
Recorded 1958.

Well, I guess it was Stan’s band. From what 
era I'm not sure; I’ve never heard it before, so 
it possibly could be something new. I ex
pected something more adventurous from the 
intro; I really like that. It may have been from 
that concert album, which would explain why 
the tenor solo got drowned out. It sounded 
like Bill Perkins or somebody who’s been 
influenced by him.

I don’t think it really went anywhere and 1 
really hated the ending. It was unrelated to 
anything that happened, and 1 just didn’t like 
the choice of notes . . . the idea itself, so I 
would say two stars.

2. CHASE. Open Up Wide (from Chase, Epic). 
Bill Chase, trumpet, composer.

I started out thinking that was Don Ellis, 
and wound up thinking it was Maynard. Who
ever it was they were selling excitement. 1 
liked it, but 1 think they let the excitement 
kind of get in the way of the music. I would 
say three stars; fabulous trumpet player.

Toward the end ot if I was wondering what 
happened to the saxophones, or whether it 
was just that bad a balance, or whether it was 
an actual brass band.

3. OLIVER NELSON. Ku-Damn (from Berlin Di- 
logue for Orchestra, Flying Dutchman). Nelson, 
alto sax, leader, composer, arranger.

I thought the alto player was very good; the 
band was very good. It sounded like a live 
recording. I liked what he did with the melo
dy, going from the major third to the minor 
third instead of vice versa, which is usually 
the case; kind of gives it an inverted feeling.

I kept wanting to hear more development of 
the idea in the composition. Probably for that 
1 would bring it down to three stars. I could 
only guess.at who it is, Oliver Nelson.

4. DONALD BYRD. The Dude (from Electric 
Byrd, Blue Note). Byrd, trumpet, composer; 
Jerry Dodgion, soprano sax; Bill Campbell, 
trombone; Frank Foster, tenor sax.
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1 have no idea who that is. I really love the 
feeling of it; the rhythm section sounded 
great, although I didn’t think the soloists quite 
got it together. I liked that little descending 
lick that went on all the way through, and 
those little fragments that the horns played in 
unison. So I’d say three stars for the rhythm 
section and the feel.

5. TIME-LIFE ORCHESTRA. Perdido (The Swing 
Era, 1941-1942, Time Life). Shorty Sherock, 
trumpet; Jack Nimitz, baritone sax; Ray Sherman, 
piano.

So that’s what the recreations sound like! 
That's the first one I’ve heard, and 1 don’t like 
it. 1 couldn't tell that it was a recreation from 
the piano, but when the baritone came in, 1 
could.

There’s an awful lot of work goes into 
those. I don’t know if it’s the Time-Life series 
or not. but I know they really work hard and 
try to do the best they can. but the whole idea 
to me is just wrong and I can’t buy it.

(Do you mean musically wrong or morally 
wrong, or both?)

Well, my reaction is, why? I’d say the ob
vious thing to sell records . . . but why? I 
guess that’s more morally then musically. I 
don’t see any sense in it, except to make some 
bucks. So I’ll give one star because I know 
the guys worked hard.

6. NORTH TEXAS STATE UNIVERSITY 5 O'CLOCK 
LAB BAND. Space (from Labi). Mark Hofstein, 
tenor sax; Jeff Leppart, composer, arranger.

1 liked that; sounded like everybody meant 
business, meant what they were doing. I guess 
the tenor player kind of escaped me for a few 
seconds, but 1 think that's my shortcoming 
rather than his.

1 liked the chart, the feel, the band . . . 
everything. I’d give it four stars.

(That's the highest rating you’ve given and 
it’s a college band—North Texas State.)

It is? That's a direction that I think band 
composition is going to have to go. It just 
happened to click with me, I guess. They 
seem to be pointing in the right direction. 
They’re young, but they don’t have those 

commercial considerations that the young 
guys on the outside do. I think the ivy-cover
ed walls are really a good place to get into.

7. WOODY HERMAN. I Can’t Get Next To You 
(from Heavy Exposure, Cadet). Sal Nistico, ten
or sax; Richard Evans, arranger.

1 guess that’s Woody’s band. I can mainly 
tell from the saxophone section sound; that’s 
a kind of clue to start with, and with that you 
can pretty well imagine that’s Woody's brass 
sound. 1 guess it’s five trumpets; that really 
gives it a charging sound.

The mix was bad; the saxes were way down 
in proportion to the brass. It sounded like a 
bunch of isolated sections rather than a band.

It’s a good idea, good chart, good feel, but it 
didn’t quite get over the hump as far as ex
citement. Sal Nistico is always good, and can 
do anything he wants to. For Woody, I’d like 
to give it five stars, but I’ll give it three.

(What are some of the best things you think 
he’s done in recent years?)

1 don’t really know; from the talk I hear I 
imagine it’s the things he’s doing lately. I 
haven’t heard the band, and I haven’t heard 
their last couple albums, which from what 1 
hear he’s starting to get a kind of direction 
going again, where he was kind of looking 
there for a while, as most people are all the 
time. I’ve been hearing so much about Alan 
Broadbent and his writing. I’d really like to 
hear the band.

(What would you have given five stars if I’d 
played it?)

1 haven’t been listening to records too much 
lately. Oh, I have been going back and listen
ing to Coltrane again, things that I'd missed 
out on the first time. So I’d say the Coltrane 
of the early ’60s; that was one era of his life 
that 1 missed, and it’s rewarding to go back.

One record that’s always been a favorite of 
mine was Miles with Sonny Rollins—Airegin 
and But Not For Me. For some reason that 
record really hit me hard. 1 guess it’s not the 
greatest that any of them have ever done . . . 
but I just recently bought a reissue of it, and 
it's been the high point of my record buying 
lately. db



The sound of a lifetime.
Tony Williams on Gretsch Drums

And when Tony's on the band, everything's under control! He drives the rhythm 
section with sound conviction. And that great sound is Gretsch.

Where only the best is good enough, Tony chooses the new Gretsch 
Snare Drum with the Lightning Throwoff—the throwoff so fast and 
modern, it releases with just a flick. For power and quality you can feelt 

take a tip from a real pro like Tony Williams — go Gretsch!
There's a Gretsch drum for you.

Write for the full-color Gretsch Drum catalog 
and get in on the action.

The Fred Gretsch Company, Inc. 60 Broadway. Brooklyn. N.Y. 11211



JOE PASS. Poll-winning Guitarist and Clini
cian wrote exciting new guitar books contain
ing theory, arpeggios, training, and chords.
□ THE JOE PASS GUITAR STYLE......................$5.95
□ THE JOE PASS CASSETTE (50 Min.)............ $7.50 
□ NEWI JAZZ GUITAR SOLOS By Joe Pass......$3.50 
□ NEWI JOE PASS GUITAR CHORDS ...............$3.00
□ CREATIVE KEYBOARD SOUNDS by Artie 

Butler.
A new first! Complete contemporary keyboard 
style book. Funky Boogaloo, Latin-Rock, Country, 
Rolling, etc. Has Artie's famous piano solo on Joe 
Cocker's "Feelin' Alright". By the famed pianist, 
composer-arranger (see LOVE MACHINE) .. $3.50

VICTOR FELDMAN. Legendary Studio and 
Jazz Artist wrote a NEW Vibe book complete 
with chord theory. 13 great 4-Mallet arrange
ments in all styles.
□ ALL ALONE BY THE VIBRAPHONE

By Victor Feldman ...........................................$3.95

PAUL HUMPHREY. No. 1 recording drummer 
wrote a "now" drum book. Has all the licks he 
used on records with Joe Cocker, Marvin 
Gaye, Bill Cosby, O. C. Smith, Quincy Jones 
and others. Hear "Cool Aid" on Lizard.
Ö NO. 1 SOUL DRUMS By Paul Humphrey........ $3.50 
□ SOUL DRUMS PAUL HUMPHREY CASSETTE

(40 Min.)............................................................$7.50

□ TOMMY MORGAN BLUES HARMONICA.
The most complete harmonica book from begin
ning to professional in ALL STYLES. Fills. Cross 
Harp, tongue sounds, minor keys. Music with hole 
& breath markings and loads of pics. By 
world-famous # 1 Studio player.....................$5.00

CAROL KAYE. Has recorded 
hits with Ray Charles, Su
prêmes, Stevie Wonder, The 
Beach Boys, Quincy Jones, 
wrote the following material:

□ HOW TO PLAY THE ELECTRIC BASS
Finest book of its kind. All styles and information. 
Contemporary..................................................$3.50

□ 2 Practice L.P.'s for above book......................$4.50
□ ELECTRIC BAS8 LINES NO. 1-Soul Boogaloo.

Latin-Rock. Double-Stops..............................$2.00
□ 2 Practice L.P.'s for above book..................... $4.50
□ ELECTRIC BASS LINES NO. 2-Recorded Bass 

charts, technique exercises, sightreading meth
ods. bass duets...........................................$2.50

□ PERSONALLY YOURS-For the String Bass play
er who plays Elec Bass Problems solved. Many 
pictures. Studio work................................ $2.50

□ THE CAROL KAYE COURSE-15 easy lessons 
identical to private lessons for professional goals, 
plus above 4 books. 3 practice cassettes (1 
play-along rhythm cassette). Credit allowed on 
books previously purchased ..................$29.50

□ NEWI ELECTRIC BASS LINES NO. 3-Legitimate 
Scales. Theory with fingerings. Walking Patterns, 
Etudes in all keys...................................... $3.75

□ NEW EASY ELECTRIC BASS.
The book you've been waiting for. A LEGIT EASY 
APPROACH chock full of reading and chord stud
ies. For beginners and pros. By Frank Carroll, edit 
by Carol Kaye...................................................$4.50

GWYN PUBLISHING CO.
P.O. Box 5900. Sherman Oaks. Calif. 91413

Calif, add 5% sales tax.
Foreign (and Canada) add $1.25.
Foreign Air add only $2.75 books; 

$5.50 records per shipment.
Sorry No. C.O.D.'s.

caught in the act
Dialogue of the Drums
Cami Hall, New York City
Personnel: Andrew Cyrille, drums, percussion; Milford 
Graves, drums, percussion. African xylophone; Rashied 
Ali. drums, conga drums, log-drums.

Western people are strange. They listen 
and dance to music that originated mainly 
from a drum-oriented culture, yet they can
not, on the whole, relate to the drum. If they 
did, Cami Hall would have been packed for 
this concert, with people standing in line out- 

I side, waiting to dig three unique masters of 
the membranes working out.

Even critics occupied with and involved in 
more conventional jazz admit that they often 
select the time allocated at concerts to drum 
features to rush to bar and/or toilet before 
the crowd breaks loose at intermission. Yet 
for all their apparent limitations —few harmo
nic possibilities, little melody —the scope of 
the drums is limitless and the permutations of 
percussion devices endless.

“Three drummers playing a whole concert 
alone? You're welcome to it!" was the opin
ion of one jazz fancier on hearing that I was

Andrew Cyrille; No loose ends
off to listen to the terrible triumvirate of Ali, 
Graves and Cyrille who had hired Cami Hall 
for their ’Dialogue of the Drums’ for the not 
unsubstantial sum of S600. “They won’t fill 
the hall, anyway.” he added.

They didn’t fill it completely, although 
two-thirds of the seats were occupied by pay
ing customers, but they did fill it with sound. 
They also filled it with creative percussion of 
the highest order and total, pure vibrations.

Ali. Cyrille and Graves come to the 
music —and consequently approach the 
drum —from very different backgrounds. Cy- 

1 rille is above everything a master technician 
who has played with just about everyone 
from Mary Lou Williams to Cecil Taylor. He 
is crisp, tasteful percussion personified and 
as all-round conscientious and businesslike 
behind the drums as in his daily existence. 
There are no loose ends to anything he plays; 
everything is neatly tied up.

Graves, who has studied with Indian tabla 
drummers and played in Latin bands, is an 
innovator in the field of “free" drumming. 
He uses what seems to be a haphazard ap
proach that sometimes works, sometimes 
misses, then goes into passages of sheer 
technical brilliance.

But for all Graves’ war-whoops. African 
dress and instruments, it is Ali who comes 
nearest to being the true extension of the 
African drummer. He is physically calm and 
relaxed, but so powerful and controlled .that 
with the merest flick of the wrist he produces 
an authoratitive beat or pattern of beats that 
commands —no, demands —instant attention.

That’s how the concert started —with a 
mighty stroke from the tall, full-bearded Ali 
on Entrance. Apart from his hi-hat, Ali relied 
only on the drums for his solo excursion, 
moving from one to another in a display of 
rhythmic totality. He never uses the drums 
for showing off his skill with the rudi
ments—a fault of many technically adept 
drummers. The skins seem to create their 
own complex rhythmic patterns under his 
tutelage; they refuse to be used as mere prac
tice pads for paradiddles.

Then Graves, wearing a brilliant scarlet suit 
and a huge straw hat which probably had its 
origin in Northern Ghana, rushed out into 
the central performance area, sticks in hands.

He attacked Ali’s congas, beat on a strong, 
highly resonant side-drum, then flew into 
frantic action behind his own drumset. His 
loose conception was as much a contrast to 
Ali’s essentially controlled approach as Baby 
Dodds is from Elvin Jones. The percussion 
being played in contemporary settings is 
amazing in its actual variety.

Cyrille played a roll —“We” —another 
roll —"in the line of the great drum
mers’’—roll—“who have come to these 
shores” — roll —‘‘past, present and fu
ture”—roll—“salute you!” Then he worked 
out. Cyrille is probably the crispest and most 
tasteful drummer involved in the new 
music —the fact that he has played with Ce
cil Taylor for so long speaks for the sensi
tivity of his ears and his dynamite reflexes.

Cyrille was joined by Ali on congas and 
Graves on full drum set —until one of the 
drums collapsed — for a long, involved and 
exultant dialogue. Then followed a piece 
called Drum Talk that featured Cyrille on 
temple-blocks, Ali on rhythm logs and 
Graves on an East African hand-drum and 
the West African wooden xylophone that is 
usually called a balafon in French album 
liner notes. The three men sounded good to
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gether but the piece de resistance, co-written 
by Ali and the late John Coltrane, was Col
trane Time. It was a very heavy piece of 
music, with the three participants continual
ly returning to the basic theme and thus 
keeping the continuity going as seldom hap
pens, oddly enough, when more conventional
ly-oriented drummers play together.

After intermission the concert continued in 
a similar awe-inspiring vein, although I was 
not able to stay until the final number. How
ever. I understand that for We and Thee, Us 
and Y’All, the audience joined in for an ex
ultant, exuberant free-for-all. I salute the 
faith the three drummers have in themselves 
that allowed them to go ahead with such an 
apparently un-commercial venture. It really 
paid off.

Tyree Glenn
The Continental, Fairfield, Connecticut.
Personnel: Glenn, trombone, vibes; Bill Ratzenberger, 
trumpet; Ed Graf, alto and tenor saxophones, clarinet; 
Gene Bergmark, piano; Vic Vallenti, electric bass, vocal; 
Bob Haray. drums.

Although it is reputedly one of the 
wealthiest counties in the nation. Fairfield 
County has long been pretty much of a jazz 
desert. It used to be said that it was all to easy 
for the commuting suburbanites to hear what 
they chose in New York, but nowadays they 
want only the mildest of excuses not to go into 
that city at night.

Yet a jazz audience of considerable poten
tial, size and sympathy undoubtedly still ex
ists in southern Connecticut. Top musicians 
from .New York continue to be hired for pri
vate parties, but publicly there is all too little 

to be heard. The Connecticut Traditional Jazz 
Club carries on valiantly in its self-restricted 
sphere, and a year or so ago Gene Hull 
launched a seemingly successful series of 
one-nighters by name big bands in Bridgeport, 
but though a large room was consistently 
packed, the project was eventually dis
continued. The Westnor in Westport, where 
small groups with musicians like Max 
Kaminsky, Rex Stewart, Buck Clayton, 
Dicky Wells and Sandy Williams were once 
to be heard, is similarly no more. What re
mains, like a beacon in the darkness, is the 
Continental on Kings Highway in Fairfield.

Since the death of Louis Armstrong, with 
whom he had been closely associated since 
1965, Tyree Glenn has been free-lancing in 
the East. (A couple of weeks earlier, he was 
sitting in with the Ellington band in Paramus, 
New Jersey, where he answered a request for 
Black Butterfly on valve trombone.) A partic
ularly well-equipped and experienced musi
cian, his versatility makes him virtually a 
one-man show. His trombone solos, first of 
all, are of great variety, because of his ex
tremely intelligent use of mutes. He doesn't 
always introduce them where and how the 
listener expects. Thus, on Satin Doll, he 
played the first chorus with a bucket mute and 
ended the performance with open horn, but on 
both I've Grown Accustomed to Her Face 
and Georgia he used a plunger to great effect. 
His sound with a plunger is distinctive, partly 
because he makes a point of always com
bining it with a straight brass mute. (He 
searches diligently in the cities he visits for 
the old and superior kind of brass mute that is 
no longer manufactured.) In an intimate room 

like this, the bucket mute also proved very 
attractive on number like Just in Time, Star
dust and / Got It Bad. But whether open or 
muted, his tone was always pleasingly musi
cal. his articulation precise, and his phrasing 
sensitively nuanced.

That he is at heart a melodist —like his old 
sidekick. Shorty Baker —was just as evident 
when he switched to vibes. That instrument's 
rhythmical potential was not. of course, neg
lected on, for example. Stomping at the Sav
oy, Just One of Those Things and Shiny 
Stockings, but his version of l.i'l Dartin' had 
the same kind of emotional impact one ex
pects from a good trumpet player’s interpre
tation of Neal Hefti’s popular tune.

Ed Graf, a flexible reed man, and his quar
tet supported the guest capably and enthu
siastically throughout. On several numbers. 
Bill Ratzenberger exercised a proprietor’s 
right and got into the act. This veteran of the 
Shaw, Barnet, Miller and Cugat bands nowa
days picks up his horn only on occasions of 
this kind, but he immediately displayed com
mand, enviable chops, and firm, positive 
phrasing. The group’s familiarity with a broad 
repertoire of good standard material was also 
impressive. Even the guest’s excellent and 
seldom played How Could You Do a Thing 
Like That to Me? was within its compass. The 
program, in fact, was highly commendable, 
for not a single dog was played all night, and 
Glenn’s choice of tempos was immaculate.

What an evening's music of this kind in
variably suggests is that jazz would be a great 
deal more popular if more attention were sim
ilarly paid to good tunes and good tempos.

— Stanley Dance

milt 
jackson
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JOPLIN
continued from page 16

And commerically-minded writers, quick to 
grab onto a fad, were grinding out such de
rivative, but often successful ditties as Rag
time Skedaddle, Mop Rag, and I’ve Got a 
Ragtime Dog and a Ragtime Cat. Stark, try
ing to deal in music rather than merchandise, 
soon found the going rough.

Then, Joplin’s folk ballet, Rag Time Dance, 
did not come to much with audiences nor as a 
published orchestration. Neither did his first 
opera, A Guest of Honor in 1903. It was 
never published and has apparently been lost.

There were personal problems as well: 
Joplin’s daughter died only a few months after 
her birth, and his relationship with his wife 
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became strained.
They separated. Joplin moved to Chicago, 

then back to St. Louis, but he left for New 
York in 1907. His more adventurous pieces 
did not meet with wide popularity, and, before 
long, the financial strain led to a break be
tween Joplin and Stark.

Meanwhile, Joplin had married a second 
time, happily so, and continued to compose, 
first from a house on West 47th Street, then in 
Harlem.

He wrote his second opera, Treemonisha in 
I9l I, but could find no one to publish it. He 
published a vocal score with his own money 
and sponsored a concert performance. The 
audience was apathetic and both publication 
and performance were a financial failure for 
Joplin. Scott Joplin's New Rag, from the fol

lowing year, has a bitterness heard nowhere 
else in his music.

The problem was, of course, that Joplin’s 
success heavily depended on the attention of 
a public that had taken up a musical fad. 
When the fad had passed, a more stable en
couragement or recognition were not avail
able to him. When the public, having been 
inundated with inferior, derivative rags as 
well as Joplin’s, changed its mind, his talent 
and his art didn’t matter any more. A familiar 
story for the popular artist (and many a fine 
artist), but nonetheless a painful one.

Joplin became increasingly moody, erratic, 
and suspicious, and his pianistic skills de
clined. In the autumn of 1916, he had to be 
taken to Manhattan State Hospital. He con
tinued to compose and revise during his more 
lucid moments. He died there on April 1, 
1917.

By that time, of course, there had been 
changes in American music, changes more 
important than mere changes of fad or style. 
W.C. Handy had published his first blues 
pieces (but anyone acquainted with the effec
tive ABC structure of Handy’s St. Louis 
Blues will know how much he was indebted to 
the rag men). And then in New Orleans, some 
remarkable musicians had put together the 
form of the rag, the soul of the blues, with new 
kinds of rhythms, to make an improvisational 
music that came to be called jazz. The jaunty 
optimism of ragtime was left behind.

From our vantage point, however, it seems 
a fine and important music. And its best 
works tell us that in Scott Joplin, for one, we 
had a singular artist, whose works cannot be 
assigned to the dust bin of history or the 
categories of mere nostalgia.

* * *
Current interest in Joplin has been stimu

lated by an LP by pianist Joshua Rifkin on 
Nonesuch H-71248 on which he plays eight 
of Joplin’s best pieces, Maple Leaf Rag, The 
Entertainer, The Ragtime Dance (an adapt
ation by Joplin of themes from his ballet), 
Gladiolus Rag, Fig Leaf Rag, Scott Joplin’s 
New Rag, Euphonic Sounds and Magnetic 
Rag. As befits a music composed by this 
introverted man, who warned that ragtime 
should never be played fast, Rifkin interprets 
these pieces for their melodies, and thereby 
their rhythms and harmonies fall beautifully 
into place. Rifkin’s is easily the best recorded 
interpretation of Joplin we have ever had, but 
Nonesuch has more in the works. There is 
also the possibility of a production of Treemo
nisha, on records and/or live. Joplin, himself, 
made no records, but he did make seven piano 
rolls of his own pieces, and these have been 
transcribed and collected on Biograph 
BLP-1006Q.

Rudi Blesh and Harriet Janis’s They All 
Played Ragtime is a very valuable book on 
American music. (However, the authors 
stretched their definition of the term ragtime 
in both historical directions, to include both 
previous cakewalk music and later jazz.)

There is a critical essay on ragtime and on 
Joplin’s late rags by Guy Waterman in The 
Art of Jazz (Oxford), a volume which 1 edited. 
Waterman also contributed critical comments 
in Jazz (Reinhardt), edited by Nat Hentoff 
and Albert J. McCarthy.

And a final piece of good news: In the 
works from the New York Public Library is 
publication of the Complete Works of Scott 
Joplin (about 504 of them known so far) com
piled by pianist Vera Brodsky Lawrence, db



MANGIONE
continued from page 13

But it went berserk in upstate New York. 
Everybody started playing Hill Where The 
Lord Hides as the cut —and it was a seven
minute cut. There was no single. But 
someone at a top 40 station in Dallas 
figured out a way and edited it down to 
a four-minute single and made it a number 
one record in Dallas. On that basis, Mer
cury then put out a single that broke 
number one in Buffalo, Seattle and Den
ver. Sales of the album, at double album 
price, are over 70,000 —that's equal to 
140,000 albums.
J.S.: Why do you think it made it? After 
all, you didn't even intend to make an 
album, much less a hit single.
C.M.: That's it, I think. We weren't sit
ting in a studio and listening to some pro
ducer say: "We've got to look for the 
hit here", or "Where's the 2:40 cut". I'd 
rather do the music the way I feel the mu
sic and worry afterwards about where any 
single is going to come from or where 
this or that is going to come from. Be
cause as soon as you try to write commer
cially, forget it. I don't know any formulas. 
I just write music.
J.S.: That's really the key. You can always 
tell when someone is trying too hard at 
the wrong things for the worst reasons.
C.M.: That's why if I can't truly communi
cate, I don't want to play. I might as well 
go home and play in the living room with 
my quartet for personal enjoyment. To 
me, the greatest satisfaction in making 
music is getting other people off on music.

We discussed Chuck's role as an edu
cator and the Eastman school in parti
cular. Mangione spoke with animation 
and enthusiasm, but also with realism. 
Here are some of his observations, opin
ions, and comments.
— If Eastman can graduate 20 teachers 
a year who can go out and really teach 
about 100 kids each, then you really have 
something. The whole education process 
has just got to come around.
— All of a sudden jazz is becoming very 
"in" at the college level and I think it's 
only because rock is still outside the door 
right now and they can't keep everybody 
out. So they say, "Well, jazz has been 
around for a long time and we'll let that 
in the door." But they were afraid. Be
cause the power to teach a music so free 
— who do you give that strength to? Who 
are you going to trust? What's he going to 
do, turn the whole school into junkies? 
But I think it's changing now. But that's a 
whole number about young people.
— I was very negative about Eastman for 
a long time. But I'd have to say that the 
direction that it's going in is a positive 
one. I'm really not convinced, however, 
that they'll ever have a jazz major, there. 
My concept of a good program there 
would be to turn out the finest musi
cians—who have all been exposed to 

the best music of all bags —who are cap
able of handling anything when they get 
out of there.
— In a way, music education has been 
dishonest. Like you go the Eastman School 
for four years and you might pay $12,000 
in tuition alone in four years to get a de
gree. So you come out with a piece of 
paper that says "major in violin" and 
you've been sitting there four years, 
right? You finally graduate and somebody 
is surely going to tell you the chances 
of ever playing in a symphony orchestra 
are 90 to 1. So the poor cat ends up starv
ing or teaching —as a teacher who never 
wanted to teach.
— The first thing anyone should tell a 
musician is that he's never probably going 
to make a living in the music business. 
Be realistic about it. Take him out there 
and show him that herd of cattle at the 
Union Hall in New York. Man, that freak
ed me out when I saw that. I couldn't 
believe it. Everybody saying: "Hey, baby, 
yeah, give me your number and I'll give 
you my number" and all those people 
swarming around trying to pick up a $35 
night just so they can stay alive. Who 
ever sees anything but the glamor side. 
The big concert. Guys are scuffling on 
the road who haven't slept in a bed for 
days. But nobody ever talks about that.
— The only way I know to teach anybody 
anything —like I'm rehearsing a symphony 
orchestra and most of the musicians 
aren't very receptive to my thing —is to 
try to show them how much I love the 
music. That's the only teaching tool 
I have.

As pleased as he is with the album's 
success and his music's acceptance, 
Mangione is not one to stand still. His 
is a larger purpose.

"I've played a lot of music with a lot 
of people and have been satisfied, previ
ously, with the music alone. Now I get 
off on people. If I see them reacting to 
my music, that's it. And if I can't com
municate with them, that's the most frus
trating think for me because I'm now be
yond playing for my own ego. To me, I 
don't remember that anymore. I just don't 
know how to do that anymore. I can't 
satisfy myself with a "great solo". The 
greatest thing for me is to communicate 
with people absolutely without compro
mise. Not writing down or anything. I 
just feel that now is the time for my music. 
What do I call it? It's me, my music, what 
I am, and what I've been."

What Chuck Mangione is and what he's 
doing is not only very beautiful in it
self. Moreover, his approach to music 
and his love for it can only help to era
dicate the illogical barriers that stub
bornly persist. He's already proven that 
a community of artists can emerge from 
very diverse bags and produce great 
music. That's his heaviest contribution 
to music thus far but I'm sure there'll 
be many more of like proportions. db
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MONTEREY
continued from page 15

from a statewide competition — truly the 
cream of the current crop. Here was an orga
nization. under Herb Patnoe’s direction, that 
could have fooled any music lover from the 
sound alone. Once you opened your eyes and 
looked at all those unshaven faces, you began 
to wonder if they were lip-synching to some 
Buddy Rich records. The band was tight, the 
blend was smooth, the balance was perfectly 
controlled, the attack was clean, and the spirit 
was unmistakably gang ho.

Perhaps one indication of how much a unit 
this band was came in the de-emphasis of solo 
work. Only one sticks in my memory as out
standing: trumpeter Mike Weatherwax. An
other indication of the versatility could be 
found in the demands made on their collective 
talents by a diverse array of headliners: Terry 
came on in his classic Mumbles; Ladd 
McIntosh used the band to display his wares, 
Sinful, Wicked Lady and Gotta Get Away; 
Lowe conducted two straight-ahead charts: 
Billy Byers’ Battery Charger; and his own 
Three Little Words; and Oliver Nelson con
ducted his Berlin Dialogue for Orchestra, 
with Terry as fluegelhorn soloist.

The best way to pay tribute to the sound 
and stamina of these high-schoolers is to para
phrase Nelson who publicly admitted that the 
live Monterey version was superior to the 
recording he made of his Berlin suite.

The long afternoon came to and end as 
Terry and Nelson (alto) played Stolen Mo
ments backed by the band. Only half the 
audience was left by this time - remarkable 
considering the evening concert was due to 
begin in less than one hour!

Sunday Night

This proved to be a Granz night for swing
ing thanks to a nostalgic re-creation of Jazz At 
The Philharmonic. For the occasion, Norman 
Granz came out of European seclusion and 
presented the type of jam sessions — along 
with many of those who took part in them — 
that spell his J ATP.

Group number one consisted of Roy El
dridge, Bill Harris, Eddie “Lockjaw” Davis, 
and Zoot Sims, backed by the current Oscar 
Peterson Trio (Niels-Henning Orsted Peder
sen, and Louis Hayes). A way up Bernie’s 
Tune heard some sparkling solo work by 
Lockjaw, and some tentative blowing by Har
ris and Eldridge. Most satisfying were the riffs 
cooked up by the non-soloing front line. 
Equally satisfying was the strong out chorus 
after each horn exchanged eights with the 
drums.

For individual showcases, Zoot chose You 
Go To My Head and played very smoothly; 
Harris’ trombone still sounded uncertain on 
Nearness of You: Roy was rhapsodic over 
The Man 1 Love; and “Jaws” took This Is 
Always and turned it into a flashy, breathy, 
intimate vehicle replete with occasional dance 
steps. By this time all were thoroughly warm
ed up and wailed for the set closer, Lester 
Leaps In.

Group number two found Terry and Carter 
backed by John Lewis. Lowe. Brown and 
Bellson. For openers. In A Little Spanish 
Town and Jumpin' With Symphony Sid 
proved what everyone knows: Terry has in
credible control of his instrument ; Benny Car
ter has a tone as pure as his personality, plus
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intelligent ideas that never quit; and Brown 
continues to steal every scene by the sheer 
inventiveness of his comping.

Solo honors went to Lowe for Moonlight In 
Vermont; Carter for / Can't Get Started; 
Lewis on ‘Round Midnight; and Brown for 
Tenderly. Then the lure of an old-fashioned 
jam brought Zoot, Roy and Lockjaw back on 
stage and the cast of thousands asked the 
musical question: What Is This Thing Called 
Love?

Traffic cleared for the next set, but the 
resulting sound was just as busy: the five 
thousand fingers of Oscar Peterson. Pedersen 
and Hayes were on. What can 1 tell you about 
Oscar that hasn’t already been said? My idol
atry is a matter of record, but let me try to be 
objective nevertheless. Younger Than 
Springtime boasted two leads: Pedersen’s 
bass solo: then Oscar's statement. It was way 
up and swung fiercely. A Time For Love was 
given reverent treatment, with Pedersen’s 
double stops in the release adding even more 
tender beauty. Oscar launched into a 
two-handed unison cadenza that cannot be 
played on a piano.

On Li 'I Dartin' Oscar played some chordal 
jabs just a shade behind the beat that made the 
slow tempo even more tantalizing. Then the 
trio slipped into double time from which Os
car emerged with a full chorus of tremolos 
that must have given the piano legs varicose 
veins.

The standing ovation that followed was re
warded with Oscar’s famous piano primer in 
which he provided his own searching bass 
lines, then evolved into a powerful 
boogie-woogie pattern. Pedersen and Hayes 
eventually joined in for a stunning set closer.

Sarah Vaughan had Willie Mays on piano, 
Bob Magnuson on bass, and Jimmy Cobb on 
drums.

She was in fine form, meaning she swung, 
she mesmerized and she sassed. She began 
with / Remember You, including its neglected 
verse; sang The Lamp Is Low over alternating 
jazz and bossa nova pulsations; cooed Round 
Midnight, inserting some outstanding octave 
leaps in the release; then cooked way up on 
There Will Never Be Another You — an 
excellent chart that simply refused to stay in 
one key very long.

She exercised her scat on a blues; then 
showed her famous low register was still reso
nant on Tenderly. Inevitably she found her
self in the midst of a jam as Eldridge. Terry, 
Harris, Carter, Davis, Lewis and Lowe 
emerged to bring the festival to a rousing 
finale. Included was some humorous mumb
ling by Sarah and Terry. Also included: fur
ther proof that in a jam situation, Sarah is able 
to contribute a superb instrument.

So Monterey ’71 is history and ! find my
self still basking in the afterglow. Not so with 
many of my colleagues who have faulted Jim
my Lyons for running scared after the New
port debacle and booking musicians who are 
as safely removed from the rock scene as 
Jascha Heifetz. Well, it’s his festival and he 
can do with it as he sees fit. It’s possible to 
lodge a valid complaint about the 
re-appearance of some of Lyons’ personal 
favorites year after year, but it would be in
conceivable to gripe about the quality of his 
festivals.

Or about quantity. Jesus, can he over
produce! Someone has to remind him that 
the mind can absorb only as much as the 
seat can endure. db
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JAZZ PARTY
continued from page 17

Jackson, Gus Johnson, Cliff Leeman, 
Bobby Rosengarden, drums —plus the 
guitar duo of George Barnes and Bucky 
Pizzarelli.

The chronological span ranged from 
the venerable Lion to 18-year-old Duffy 
Jackson (son of Chubby, and possessing 
a similar zany personality plus astound
ing jazz chops). Fittingly, the senior and 
junior members of the cast played to
gether.

To run down everything that hap
pened and do it all justice would be 
impossible. However, for the first time 

MOOG MUSIC, INC., P 0 Box 131. Williamsville. N Y 14221
O.K., send your info plus the name and address of my dealer, 
name:

first with a choice of 
performance synthesizers

Models from SL1OO.
Flexible, pitch-stable, light-weight, and portable.
Create wild new jazz/rock sonics.
See...hear...play...and groove with one of the Moog 
Music Models like the Minimoog or the Sonic V.
Where? At your music dealer's! Mail coupon for his 
name and product information.

* formed by merger of muSonics. Inc. and R. A. Moog. 
Inc.. pioneer in development of synthesizers 
for universities and recording studios.

address:
city: state: zip:

the party was recorded (by Don Schlit- 
ten on behalf of MPS Records) and sev
eral albums will be released in 1972.

Everybody came to play, and it may 
seem unfair to single out individuals. But 
to these ears, some of the biggest kicks 
came from hearing once again the lovely 
saxophone creations of Benny Carter 
and the inimitable trumpet stylings of 
Sweets Edison, two faces all too rarely 
seen in the east, and from seeing and 
hearing again, after far too long a hiatus, 
the wonderful Trummy Young —as 
youthful and spirited as ever.

To this must be added the thrill of 
Teddy Wilson at the top of his game; the 

novelty of hearing Moody in unaccus
tomed surroundings (he rose to the occa
sion); the surprise of Pee Wee Erwin’s 
lyrical side (revealed in a lovely quartet 
set with Wilson); the treat of full doses of 
Budd Johnson’s superb baritone (the 
man is a master of all his horns); the 
discovery of Duffy Jackson: the inspired 
swing of Gus Johnson, and the joy of 
hearing Barney Bigard in splendid form.

Among the many highlights: Budd 
(soprano), Flip, and Barney’s solos on a 
truly relaxed Keepin’ Out Of Mischief; a 
superb Mood Indigo ensemble of Clark, 
Vic, Flip and Barney; Benny Carter’s / 
Can’t Get Started (beauty personified); 
Sweets’ Harmon-muted solo on The 
Squirrel and Joe Newman's rousing cho
ruses on a way-up Night In Tunisia; a 
super jam session on After You've Gone 
with Clark, Joe, Urbie, Carl Fontana (a 
bitch), Kai, Al, Zoot, Moody, Budd, 
Ross Tompkins, Lynn Christie (who 
broke it up with his bowing-singing uni
son stuff on many occasions) and Daw
son, winding up with a march through 
the audience; Sweets, Hubble, Wilber, 
Zoot. Ross, Bucky. Ridley and Duffy’s 
Soft Winds with its lovely, relaxed 
swing; Barney’s Rose Room; Vic singing 
Wrap Your Troubles in Dreams a la 
Louis and Trummy’s charming vocal on 
Please Don’t Talk About Me; Budd’s 
Summertime; a brilliant solo set by Sut
ton, and Lion's first of two sets; 
Moody's Body and Soul; Billy But
terfield’s She’s Funny That Way; a fa
bulous trombone party with Trummy, 
Urbie, Carl and Kai plus Hyman, Christ
ie and Rosengarden (a damn good jazz 
drummer), with ensembles, solos and 
chases piling climax upon climax; Bud 
Freeman with Barnes and Pizzarelli 
only; Yank Lawson’s Closer Walk With 
Thee; the clarinet threesome of Wilber, 
Johnny Mince and Barney, and Mince’s 
Tin Roof Blues solo in a set that featured 
one of the best "traditional” lineups of 
the bash: Erwin, Trummy, Mince, Budd, 
Hyman. Ridley and Cliff Leeman, with 
Hyman dishing out some surprise stride; 
Wilber’s One Morning in May; Moody’s 
Cherokee (on flute); Al Cohn’s These 
Foolish Things and Zoot’s Watch What 
Happens; and a very far out and swing
ing rhythm quartet set concocted by Milt 
Hinton with Ridley, Dawson and Duffy.

That’s just a sample. Once again, this 
was all-jazz party; no concessions made. 
Of course, this is not a commercial un
dertaking, but maybe George Wein, who 
was there and had a great time, did come 
away with some new ideas. I know of no 
other festival-type setting in which the 
musicians have more fun, both on and off 
the stand, and that’s the key: happy 
people make happy music.

As I said last year: you come away 
from this annual rite with renewed faith 
in the present and future of jazz. Truly a 
feast for the soul. db
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BEAUTIFUL CONGAS 
fbr the 

BEAUTIFUL PEOPLE

Arranging Concepts by Dick Grove, Part 2

In my previous article (db, Oct 14) I discussed a unique writing concept which utilizes the 
factor of density.

Density, in an arranging or compositional sense, means the restriction of the number of 
separate pitches being played simultaneously (i.e. harmonic density), and the span of distance 
from the top to the bottom of any orchestral voicing. In exploring this concept, the important 
points covered were: I) the definition of density as reviewed above; 2) breaking away from the 
normal section writing approach; 3) using a concert sketch as a working procedure, thereby 
enabling one to control the degree of harmonic density and the span of register used in the 
orchestration; 4) a common sense, individual instrument approach to orchestration that avoids 
the rigid, constant use of entire sections within the band. In my first article I gave examples 
applying this concept to a two-part density.

Now we will examine the mixing of one, two and three-part harmonic density, and a one to 
three-octave span of orchestration. The following basic thematic material is taken from an 
original called Scuffle (see example 1).

DEPT. DB, P.O. Box 88 
PALISADES PARK, N. J. 07650 

See for yourself at your local music 
dealer or write for free catalog.

• Clarinets • Banjos • Vibes • Flutes

In comparing the original thematic material in example 1 to the following concert sketch, be 
aware of these factors:

1) What is the harmonic density at any given point?
2) What is the span of orchestration at any given point?,
3) Relate nos. I and 2 above to example 1.
4) What is the overall effect achieved by mixing one, two and three-part density?
5) How the particular instruments from each section are used in combination with each other.
6) The contrast between this orchestration and conventional section writing (see example 2).

MUSICIANS
Compare our prices on all brand 
name musical instruments in fac
tory sealed cartons—save hun
dreds of $$$.

Best Buys
Write today for quote on the 
instrument of your choice — 
we'll reply immediately.

United Music Co.
Box 4778

Washington, D.C. 20020
• Saxophones • Guitars • Trombones

THE HOWARD ROBERTS GUITAR BOOK
A Comprehensive look into
HR's approach to:
• SINGLE STRING IMPROVISING
• PICKING TECHNIQUE
• COMPING • CHORD MELODY
Plus many of his other techniques carefully detailed

• SPEED . ENDURANCE
• AGILITY • STRENGTH

ISOMETRICS FOR GUITARISTS
By Milt Raskin
Published for the first time. An illustrated 
step-by-step program showing how 
10 minutes per day can equal hours of 

practice for attaining maximum:

Playback Music Publishing ■ 5002 Wilkinson Ave.
North Hollywood, Calif, 91607 • Dept. 0
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; ] Howard Roberts Guitar Book. $5.50 □ Isometrics for Guitarists, $2.50
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Address_ __________________________________________________________

City------------------------------------------------ - stale
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Outside Continental United States add S1.25 for Handl.n£ Clurgos. NO C.0.0.
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Computerize your Creativity
with the incredible....

RkyïhM COMPUTER

The only device in the world that 
instantly computes and illustrates 
more than 45 million DIFFERENT 
rhythms . . automatically 
grouped into all popular and 
many unusual Time Signatures. 
Rock. pop. folk. jazz, contempo
rary figures . . . from the simplest 
two-beat to the most sophis
ticated synocopation.
Have an Infinite variety of rhythm patterns and pro
gressions at your fingertips ... In all of today's and 
tomorrow's styles. Order this amazing, easy to use 
Computer now! Your mind will at once EXPLODE 
with new Ideas and your rhythmic creativity expand 
beyond anything you ever thought possible.

Unbreakable Plastic only $10.95
Foreign (and Canada) odd $ 1.50; Foreign Air odd $2.75 

Send check or money order to:

MUSICMASTER PUBLICATIONS, INC.
Dept DP, 1650 Broadway, New York, NY 10019

jdSschool of music 

offering
A PROGRAM 

OF COORDINATED STUDY 
IN JAZZ, ROCK AND POP 

by a faculty of outstanding 
professional musicians 

PROFESSIONAL DIPLOMAS AWARDED
COMPOSITION-ARRANGING 

INSTRUMENTAL PERFORMANCE 
Enrollment open to full and part-time 

students. For admission and 
scholarship information.

JACK WERTHEIMER. DIRECTOR 

jds school of music
252 Boylston St., Boston, Mass. 02116

GEORGE RUSSELL'S
JAZZ CLASSICS FOR STAGE BAND

□ 
□
! i
□

ALL ABOUT ROSIE 
STRATUSPHUNK 
EZZTHETICS
NEW YORK, NEW YORK SUITE 
JAZZ IN THE SPACE AGE SUITE 
OH JAZZ, PO JAZZ 
NOW AND THEN

(newer works)

Price $50.00 per arrangement 
Send check to George Russell

12 E. 41st Street Suite 1104
New York. N.Y. 10017

NEW $12 50—Patterns for Jan by Jerry Coker. J. Casale. 
G. Campbell. J Greene. A 173 pg. bk. to be played rather than 
read Teaches improvisation thru the use of chords and scale 

patterns (approx. 400) I $7.95—LP & Bk. New Revised A New 
Approach to Jan Improvisation-Jamey Aebersold I The 
Jamey Aebersold Jazz Improvisation Series Arr. for 3 horns 

(alto, trpt , tromb/tenor) and rhythm I $3.00__Horizontal— 
Easy Blues in modal vein / $3.00—Bossa Nova DeJazz— 

Med. bossa nova / $3.00_Sunrise-Easy Jazz Rock I ’$3.00 
Blue Note Med. Jazz tune.

Send check/m.o. to: Studio P/R, Inc. 
224 S. Lebanon St. 
Lebanon, Ind. 46052

DRUMMERS
Write for picture brochure, 

the sensational
GHOST 

DRUM PEDAL

1629 F. Street
GHOST PRODUCTS, INC.

Springfield, Oregon 97477

You should be aware of the following conclusions. (The boldface letters correspond to the 
reference points in example 2.):

A One-part density; one-octave span. Orch.: two trumpets, one trombone, bass clarinet and 
»uitar.

B Two-part density; two-octave span. Orch.: Same as A
CThreq-part density; two-octave span. Orch.: two trumpet open, two trumpets in straight 

mutes (first, second and third trumpets doubling same part); first and second trombones; flute 
and clarinet in upper register, one and two parts; alto sax doubling first trombone; bass clarinet 
doubling second trombone; guitar doubling first, second and third trumpet part.

D Third bass trombone enters; three-octave span.
E two-part density; two-octave span.
in the next article, we will continue the application of this approach to four and five parts.
SUGGESTED ASSIGNMENT: I) If you are in a band or have access to one, transpose 

and copy examples I and 2 and have them played. (Copy example I all in unison.) 2) Write your 
own thematic material and apply this approach. Be aware of the harmonic density and span of 
orchestration at each point.

AD LIB
continued from page 10

Bill Lee, bass; and Dotty Dodgion, drums, plus 
sitters-in Jerry Dodgion, alto, and Bobby 
Pratt, trombone began a two-week stand Oct. 
26 with Kenny Ascher, piano; Mike Moore, 
bass, and Mrs. Dodgion. Jimmy Rushing was 
set to join them on their first weekend for his 
first appearance since his heart attack. The 
Buddy Tate-Milt Buckner-Jo Jones Trio was 
scheduled to follow Braff. Clark Terry’s big 
band is on hand Monday night through No
vember but yielded to Woody Herman’s Herd 
on Oct. 27 . . . George Benson’s trio did two 
weeks at the Club Baron, one opposite Lonnie 
Smith’s quartet, with Steve Grossman on tenor 
sax, the other opposite Johnny Hammond’s 
group (he’s dropped the “Smith”) . . . The 
Blue Coronet in Brooklyn had October 
sounds by a group legitimately called the Jazz 
All Stars: Howard McGhee, trumpet; Cecil 
Payne, baritone sax; Skeeter Best, guitar; Ha
kim Jami, bass; Al Drears, drums .. . McGhee 
has also been gigging with drummer Joe Cole
man, who puts together heavy groups at vari
ous Long Island spots. His colleagues at the 
Cedarbrook Country Club Nov. 12 were 
Tyree Glenn, trombone; Billy Mitchell, tenor 

sax; Chris Towns, piano; Arvell Shaw, bass. A 
few weeks earlier, Coleman had Jimmy Not
tingham, trumpet; Mitchell; Al Williams, pi
ano; Harvey (not Harry) Shephard, vibes, and 
Beverly Peer, bass, at Alfie’s Living Room in 
Baldwin . . . Clarinetist Sol Yaged is in for an 
indefinite stay at the Ali Baba on Manhattan’s 
east side with Mike Mann, vibes, vocal; Dave 
Martin, piano; Ted Cromwell, bass, and Sam 
Ulano, drums, performing every night except 
Sunday . . . Ulano held his annual Drum 
Spectacular Oct. 12 at the 54th St. YMCA, 
with Jo Jones among the featured guests. 
Jones also broke it up at an outdoor noontime 
concert for the N.Y. Hot Jazz Society in 
Bowling Green Park Oct. 7, with Tyree 
Glenn (leader). Buddy Tate tripling tenor, 
clarinet and flute, and Ted Sturgis, bass. Pia
nist Chuck Folds showed up, but the piano 
didn’t.. . Trumpeter Enrico Rava’s group at a 
recent Jazz Vespers featured Bob Sordo, or
gan; Bruce Johnson, guitar; Mike Moore, 
bass, and Marvin Patillo and Bruce Ditmas, 
drums . . . George Butler, director of Blue 
Note Records, is lecturing on the history of 
music in various colleges this fall . . . Benny 
Goodman opened at the Rainbow Grill Oct. 
25 and will be on hand through Nov. 13 ... A 
big-band bash in Madison Square Garden 
Oct. 24 had the bands of Woody Herman and
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Stan Kenton, plus Tex Beneke leading a Glenn 
Miller-styled band, singers Billy Eckstine and 
Rosemary Clooney, and the Modernaires . . . 
The annual Carnegie Recital Hall series. 
Jazz: The Personal Dimension, kicks off Dec. 
3 with George Barnes and Bucky Pizzarelli . . . 
Bow Wow Production’s Beacon Theater 
series featured Weather Report (the group’s 
first major N.Y. appearance) plus Dr. John 
and the Night Trippers and Charles Wright 
and the 103rd St. Band Oct. 22-23 . . . The 
first of this season’s Slam N’ Jazz concerts at 
the N.Y. State Univ, at Binghampton, orga
nized by Slam Stewart, featured guest Marian 
McPartland with Kent McGarity, trumpet: 
Richard Pisani, tenor, flute; Joseph Hilla, 
drums, and, of course. Slam on the bass . . . 
Singer-poet Gene McDaniels was at Gerdes 
Folk City in early October... Elvin Jones and 
his quartet did the Village Vanguard Oct. 
19-24 . . . The Felt Forum played host to 
Booker T. and Priscilla plus Santana for three 
nights Oct. 14-16 .. . Drummer Harold White 
is a busy man these days, working with three 
groups: the Danny Moore-George Coleman 
Quintet (a regular attraction Monday nights at 
the Club Baron); Gary Bartz’ NTU Troop, and 
the Kenny Dorham-Al Dailey Quintet. He also 
worked with Freddie Hubbard in Baltimore 
Oct. 3 . . .Pianist Ron Burton is back with 
Rahsaan Roland Kirk . . . Singer Ruth Bris
bane did her Blues Experience program at the 
United Nation's Jazz Society’s first event of 
the season Oct. 15 . . . Clarinetist Fritz Swis- 
cher’s trio (Mark Turnbull, electric bass; Da
vid Kovins, drums), called Swischer’s Penicil
lin, did a Carnegie Recital Hall concert Oct. 
21 ... Sy Oliver’s band began a nine-week 
stand at the Riverboat Nov. 2 . . . The Medita
tions (Ron Hampton, trumpet; Kiane Ziwadi, 
euphonium; Roland Alexander, tenor; Hilton 
Ruiz, piano; Hakim Jami, bass; Clifford Jar
vis, drums) played at MUSE Oct. 14 . . . 
WBA1-FM has a new weekly jazz show, hos
ted by Homi K. R. Metha, called Jazz Pat
terns. Poet-critic Roger Riggins has a 
bi-weekly Sunday interview show which has 
featured such jazz guests as Archie Shepp, 
Andrew Hill, and Joe Lee Wilson.

Los Angeles: The big news to Angele
nos, whose night life could use a shot in the 
arm, is the reopening of the Grove, in the 
Ambassador Hotel. Sammy Davis Jr. said he 
would; the situation was touch and go; the 
rumors were as dark as the room all summer; 
but Sammy did it. Sonny and Cher just played 
four nights there: Aretha Franklin was due 
Nov. 10-13 . . . Meanwhile at the Westside 
Room of the Century Plaza. Los Angeles' 
only other plush night spot, Mel Torme has 
completed three weeks and he will be follow
ed by Cab Calloway —the first time in many a 
year he’s been a headliner here. Cab’s last 
Los Angeles appearance was earlier this year, 
co-starring with Pearl Bailey in Hello Dolly . . 
. Turning to the strictly jazz spots. Mose Alli
son followed Willie Bobo into Shelly’s 
Manne-Hole, with Pharoah Sanders following 
for one week . . . Mongo Santamaria was 
booked into the Lighthouse, in Hermosa 
Beach, for a whole month. The Johnny Otis 
Show’ appeared there for one of the Mondays 
that Mongo was off. Sundays at the Light
house are being dominated by those who 
record for the newly-formed Black Jazz label . 
. . Earl “Fatha” Hines followed the Modern

Jazz Quartet into the York Club. Following 
their week at the York, the MJQ stayed out 
west for a number of diverse gigs: two weeks 
at the El Matador, in San Francisco; a concert 
at the Westmount School, in Santa Barbara; 
an appearance with the Albuquerque Sym
phony; and a guest taping for the Flip Wilson 
Show . . . Jazz West, recently turning its 
thoughts to jazz, is also into the astrology bag 
quite heavily. But the main thing is the Sher
man Oaks club is presenting jazz. Recent 
groups: Warne Marsh, Tom Scott, John Klem
mer, Gene Shaw, Doug Carn and the big band 
of John Prince . . . Another club dedicated to 
the good sounds, Donte’s, had most of its 
regulars on display during October: Joe Pass, 
Herb Ellis, Terry Gibbs, Bud Shank, Jack Shel
don, Al Viola, John Pisano, Jimmy Rowles, 
plus the big bands of Bob Florence, Don Ellis, 
Bill Berry, Bob Jung and Dee Barton. And lest 
we forget: Sarah Vaughan . . . Stan Worth 
worked three weeks at Oscar’s, a revolving 
restaurant atop Hollywood’s new Holiday 
Inn . . . Bob Jung’s band is back at the Fire 
and Flame in North Hollywood every 
Wednesday . . . Also in North Hollywood, 
recent groups at the Baked Potato included 
Don Randi, Dave Silverman, Victor Feldman, 
and Mike Melvoin . . . Willie Bobo and Dick 
Gregory did a one-night concert at San Fer
nando Valley State College . . . Ralph Green 
was back at the Parisian Room and he was 
followed by Lorez Alexandria . . . Hampton 
Hawes and his trio can be found at the Los 
Angeles Hilton Tuesday thru Saturday ... Big 
Joe Turner did a one-nighter at the Nite Life 
in Van Nuys . . . Following a two-week stint 
at the Lighthouse, John Klemmer did a week 
at the Old Town Theatre in Los Gatos . . . Joe 
Roccisano presented his 11-piece American 
Music Machine at the Pilgrimage Theatre. 
Harvey Siders was emcee for the concert. 
Roccisano disdains from labeling his book, 
but the record it’s a jazz-rock sound.

Chicago: F'reddie Hubbard brought his 
quintet into the North Park Hotel for a recent 
Saturday and Sunday stint. Along with Hub- 
bards’s tenorist Junior Cook were local stal
warts Willie Pickens, piano; Rufus Reid, bass, 
and Wilbur Campbell, drums . . . Stan Kenton 
helped keep the Aragon Ballroom revival go
ing with his one-nighter there on a recent 
Friday. A ballroom spokesman said the Kent
on appearance was the best attended of all the 
room's attractions since its reopening months 
ago ... Sy Oliver’s swinging little band at the 
London House included drummer Don La
mond . . . Vocalist Freda Payne followed 
Curtis Mayfield into Mister Kelly’s . . . The 
Triton College Jazz Band (Robert Morsch, 
dir.) followed its joint concert at the Rosary 
College Auditorium with the Triton College 
Symphony Wind Ensemble with an appear
ance on WTTW-TVs’ Chicago Festival show 
. . . The jazz-rock aggregation led by Fred 
Wayne, now known simply as Fred, worked 
recent gigs at the John J. Madden Zone Cen
ter and the Safari Room, the latter along with 
special guests Phil Upchurch (guitar) and 
Ruby Andrews (vocals). Personnel: Carl Han
sen, Steve Cooper, Wayne, trumpets; John 
Avant, trombone; Rick Kowerski, Richard 
Corpolongo, Dan Windolph, reeds; Mike 
Stromski, guitar; Louis Satterfield, electric 
bass, and Steve Kauffman, drums . . . Corn- 
etist Pete Daily was at the Inn Place on a 
recent weekend . . . The Gallery Ensemble is
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EXPUBIDENCE'S
"2 for 1” jazz classic

for jazz & cool peopleonly-no stores
(1) The only record in the world by 

Billie Holiday (45 mono) 
recorded in 1951 at Babs' After Hours Party.

(2) Babs Gonzales' new 5 star comedy album 
Gette-Street Poetry 4 Funk Inc.

Send $6.00 check or money order to:
EXP. PUB. CORP.

407 Central Park West, Suite 2A, N.Y., N.Y. 10025 
Foreign $7.00

Hear Babs' anti-drug song-"The Junkies''

BOSSA NOVA TEXT FOR 
PIANISTS and TEACHERS

Most Brazilian pianists employ certain left hand patterns 
which are common to all of them. By simply following 
these patterns, you can learn all the techniques and tricks 
employed by Sergio Mendes, Joao Donato and others. 
Transcriptions as recorded by these outstanding musi
cians are shown in detail.
"Modern Method for Piano Bossa Nova and Jequibau" 
explains all about it.

Send check for U.S. $3.50 or for information write to:
WILSON CURIA

Caixa Postal 12835 01000 Sao Paulo, Brasil
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BIG BAND ARRANGEMENTS
ONE FOOT IN THE GUTTER (A) by Clark Terry, arranged by 
Dan Haerlc. 19: 5 sax; 5 Ip; 4 lb. tu; p.b.g.d. A "down 
Home" Basic-style chart on Clark Terry’s tune. Funky blues 
tempo featuring tp. tb, bs, p. b solos and two separate en
semble shout choruses. (PT 7')

MW 182... $16.50/$! 1.00

DOUBLE BRIDGE I A) by Dan Haerlc. 17: fl, 2 ts. 2 bs; 5 tp: 4 
tb. tu; b.d. A feature chart for fl and tp with extended solos 
for each. Form is A-B-A-C-A with C section in 3/4 each 
time while rest of chart is in 4/4. Reed section requires two 
ts and two bs in addition to flute solo. (PT 5’)

MW 181 . . .$12.50/58.33

EXCURSION SUITE (A) by Erwin Chandler. 17: 5 sax; 4 tp; 
4 tb; p.b.g.d. Five movements: I - Fast swing 4/4 (quartal 
harmony, modal); 11 - Moderate, relaxed 12/8. Fmi; III — 
Moderate "Rock style" 5/4. Dm; IV-Jazz Waltz. Bb; V- 
Vivace 5/4, Cm. Entire suite allows ample opportunity for 
solo playing as well as ensemble passages. Free solos allow 
performer to develop his ideas in an individual manner. All 
movements provide a variety of moods, styles, and ideas. 
(PT 15’-20’)

MW 185 . . . $40.00/526.66

NAMELESS AS YET (A) by Merrill Clark. 18: 5 sax (all dbl. fl & 
cl; bs dbl. b-cl); 4 tp (tp V opt. scream); 4 tb: org. b.g.d.vb. 
Winner of Outstanding Composer/Arranger Award at 1971 
ACJF (Urbana. III.) features solos for electric tb; as (or Eb 
cl); and g. Excellent thematic development with unusual 
interludes. Meter is 9/8 (3/8 + 3/4) with bridge 3/8. 4/8, 3/8, 
5/8. 3/8. 4/8. 3/8. 5/8, 9/8. All lines and harmonics in Hun
garian major scale. Solos start with no-time over a pedal tone 
then build to big level drive. Much use of counterpoint and 
mirror writing. After the recap, comes a screaming shout 
chorus. A challenge! (PT 8’)

MW 184 .. . $13.50/59

ROOTS (A) by Bill Dobbins. 17: 5 sax. 5 tp. 4 tb. p.b.d. A 
driving modal composition featuring long piano, trumpet and 

tenor solos. Unison 4 tb and bass soli, brass section soli, sax 
section soli. Very difficult. (PT 9')

MW 178 . . . $38.50/525.66

WITH LOVE & SQUALOR (A) by Bill Dobbins. 17: 5 sax (as I 
dbl fl. ts dbl cl & ss): 5 tp. 4 tb. p.b.d. An impressive soprano 
sax feature in 3/4. Difficult chord changes. Contrapuntal 
section, short piano solo and brass section soli. (PT 4’)

MW 1 76 ... $11.25/57.50

THE BALCONY BY JEAN GENET (A) by Bill Dobbins. 5 sax. 5 
tp. 4 tb. p. b. d. A complex “Charles Ives" type piece. Hard 
rock tempo alternates with suspended "military" beat. Based 
on "Marine Hymn" and "Rock of Ages". Tb & tp solos. 
(PT 7’)

MW 177. . . 515/$l0

BLUISH (M) by Bob Morgan. 19: 5 sax; 5 tp (V opt.); 5 tb (IV 
opt.); p.b.g.d. Medium-slow blues, originally written for John
ny Richard's band at National Stage Band Camp, performed 
and recorded by same. Solos for tp and ts; funky out chorus 
features small soli answered by shouting big band. (PT 5L4')

MW 183 .. . $12.50/58.33

I DON'T KNOW (M) by Everett Longstreth. 17 + cond.: 5 sax; 
4 tp;4 tb; p.b.g.d. Slow groove tempo. Full soft ensemble for 
1st chorus. 2nd chorus is tp solo written out with chord 
changes. Band plays stop time. Bridge is bass solo written out 
with changes... then to full ensemble to end. (PT 3:15)

MW 174 .. . $12/58.00

DEBBIE'S DELIGHT (A) by Everett Longstreth. 17 + cond.: 5 
sax; 4 tp; 4 tb (IV opt.); p.b.g.d. Very fast flag waver 
featuring the two tenors. Original head written out; jazz 
choruses arc chord changes. Short ensemble then D.C. to the 
top. Percussive brass backgrounds throughout. (PT 3:45)

MW 173... $17.50/511.66

THE LONELY GRAPEFRUIT (A) by Richard Ruttenberg. 17: 5 
sax; 4 tp; 4 tb; p.b.g.d. Driving jazz chart; 7/4 & 6/4 meters 
naturally structured by melodic line. Challenging parts for all. 
including open solos. Shouting out-chorus. Composer is a 
1971 winner of a down beat Student Composer Award. As 
recorded on JAZZ ON THE ROCKS . . . WITH A TWIST (MW-LP 
175). (PT 7')

MW 175 .. . $10/56.66

LONESOME ROAD (M) by Roy Porter. Transcribed and rear
ranged by Teddy Edwards. 17 + vocal: 5 sax (as I dbl. fl); 4 
tp; 4 tb: p.b.g.d. Moving soul ballad, flute and tenor solos. 
Features solo vocal or four voices. As recorded by the 
Friends of Distinction on LP "Grazin' " (RCA 4149). (PT 
4L6')

MW 171 ...513.50/59

CONCERTO FOR FLUTE AND JAZZ BAND (A) by David Baker. 
25: Solo Flute (& a-fi). 5 sax (as I dbl.ss); 5 tp; 4 tb; tu; 2 vlo. 
1 via, clo; p. b, (ac. & el.), d. A work that combines jazz and 
classical idiomsand is completely faithful to each. Premiered 
by the -distinguished teacher, performer, recording artist. 
James J. Pellerite. Three movements: Fast/slow (alto flute 
and string quartet added) / Fast. Flute contains no improvisa
tion but one extremely difficult and brilliant cadenza. 
(PT 25')

MW 179 . . . $33/$22

PENICK (M) by David Baker. 18: 5 sax; 5 tp; 4 tb; tu; p.b.d. 
Finger poppin' chart combining a very modern approach with 
"the Jimmy Lunceford touch”. Harmonically the bridge is 
quite challenging with meter changes. Plenty of solo space. 
As recorded on cassette JAZZ AT CANTERBURY (XC/CA 1000). 
(PT 14')

MW 172 . . . $13/59.33

-------------------------------Cassette--------------------------------
JAZZ AT CANTERBURY by (18 piece) Indiana University Jazz 
Ensemble conducted by David Baker. Side I (29:48): Medi
tations On The Play of Light on Water by Scott Reeves; 
HONESTY (MW 158) by Baker. CHECK IT OUT (MW155) by 
Baker. Side II (29:05): TWO FACES OF THE BLACK FRONTIER 
(MW 147) by Baker: PENICK (MW 172) by Baker. Profes
sionally recorded at the Canterbury. Michigan City. Ind. Jan. 
29-30. 1971. Cassette tape only.

XC/CA 1000... $6.98/54.66

HONESTY (A) by David Baker. 18: 5 sax; 5 tp: 4 tb; tu; ,b.d. 
Brandenburg concerto type intro, then funky blues with 
cadenza break-interesting backgrounds. Solos interspersed 
with introductory material. As recorded on cassette JAZZ 
AT CANTERBURY (SC/CA 1000). (PT 5 ).

MW 158 ... $14/J9.33

CHECK IT OUT (A) by David Baker. 18: 5 sax; 5 tp; tb; tu; 
p.b.d. Modal, straight ahead swing, strong melody, interesting 
effects. As recorded on cassette JAZZ AT CANTERBURY 
(XC/CA 1000). (PT 8')

MW 155 .. . $14/59.33

TWO FACES OF THE BLACK FRONTIER (A) by David Baker. 18: 
5 sax (1 fl + a cl dbl.); 5 tp; 4 tb; tu; p.b.d. Two section piece 
features flute theme statement unaccompanied —2nd section 
quasi-Spanish brass band. Really exciting. Theme and ex
cerpts from NET series: “Black Frontier". As recorded on 
cassette JAZZ AT CANTERBURY (XC/CA 1000). ( PT 7'-15').

MW 147... $12.50/58.33

THEORY & TECHNIQUE BOOKS

TECHNIQUES OF IMPROVISATION (in four volumes) by 
David Baker, Vol. 1, LYDIAN CHROMATIC CONCB>T: Vol. 
11, The II V7 PROGRESSION: Vol. 111. TURNBACKS: 
Vol. IV. CYCLES. Save I5% —orderthe four volume set.

MW 3-6... 529.75/19.83

LYDIAN CHROMATIC CONCEPT (Vol I of TECHNIQUES OF 
IMPROVISATION) by David Baker. (1971 Revised Ed.) For
merly titled: A Method for Developing Improvisational 
Technique— Based on The Lydian Chromatic Concept (of 
Tonal Organization for Improvisation by George Russell). 96 
pp (89 music plates). 8'4x1 1. spiral bound. Contents include 
exercises for all scales: Major and Lydian; Auxiliary Aug
mented; Auxiliary Diminished; Auxiliary Diminished Blues; 
Lydian Augmented; Blues; the 9 scales of the Lydian Con
cept.

MW 3 . . . $7.50/55.00

THE II V7 PROGRESSION (Vol. II ol TECHNIQUES OF IMPROVI
SATION) by David Baker. (1971 Revised Ed.) Formerly 
titled: Developing Improvisational Facility. Vol. 1. The II 
V7 Progression) 76 pp. (68 music plates). 8!4xl L spiral 
bound. One of the most important progressions in music is 
that of a minor 7th chord resolving up a 4th ordown a 5th to a 
dominant 7th chord . . . commonly known as the II V7 
progression. Most success of the improvisor rests on his 
ability to handle this progression. Virtually every com
position written in the jazz or popular idiom consists of 
combinations of this progression. This book deals with some 
of the countless ways of realizing the 11 V7 progression.

MW 4 . . . $7.50/55.00

db/MWP ORDER FORM Mail with your remittance to down beat/MWP 
222 West Adams Street, Chicago, Illinois 60606

Please rush me the following items:
Title Cat.

No.

(Use a separate sheet for additional items)

Total db subscriber or list price: $___________________

□ Send me free db/MWP Catalog & 1971 Supplement

□ Send me free db/RECORD CLUB Catalog

Fill out if you are a new subscriber or changing address.

Name_____________ -___________________________________________________________

Ad dress______________________________________________________________________

City Strife 7ip ......................................
11-25-71

(Illinois residents
odd 5% sales tax): $

db subscription: $9-1 yr;
$ 1 4 2 yrs.; $ 19-3 yrs. Add
$ 1.50 per yr. for foreign: $

To'ol Remittance: $
(payable to down beat in U.S.A, funds)

TURNBACKS (Vol. Ill of TECHNIQUES OF IMPROVISATION) by 
David Baker. (1971 First Ed.) 84 pp. (78 music plates). 
814x11. spiral bound. “Turnback" refers to a progression, 
consisting usually of four chords, which serves a number of 
purposes: helps define the form of the composition; provides 
a link from one chorus to another; prevents statisticity; 
provides rhythmic and melodic interest at the ends of sec
tions within compositions."

MW5 . . . $7.50/55.00

CYCLES (Vol. IV of TECHNIQUES OF IMPROVISATION) by 
David Baker. (1971 First Ed.) 260 pp. (248 music plates). 
816x1 1. spiral bound. Contents includes: simple 2 note pat
terns; simple and advanced note patterns; triads; simple 7th 
chords; 2-3-4 note descending patterns: 9th chords; 11 th 
chords (plus inversions and permutations); 13th chords; 
cycle exercises based on the diminished scale and the ascend
ing melodic minor scale; “suggested listening" of recorded 
solos pertaining to particular cycles.

MW6 . . . 512.50/58.33

GUITAR PATTERNS FOR IMPROVISATION by William L. Fow
ler. (1971 First Ed.) 8'4x11. 24pp. In ten seconds, six of 
which have appeared in down beat, covering the tetrachord 
system of scale development and memorization, visual me- 

dodic patterns, use of scales against all types of chords, 
fingering for all types of chords, transferral of patterns from 
any set of strings to any other set of strings, and chromatic 
harmonic progressions. If the guitarist wants to create his 
own style of improvisation, this book is the answer.

MW 7 ... $4.00/52.66

plus . . .
ARRANGING i COMPOSING (for the Small Ensemble: 
jazz/r&b/jazz-rock) by David Baker, foreword by Quincy 
Jones. Chicago: 1970. 184 pp. (100 music plates). 8'4x11. 
spiral bound.

MW2. . . $12.50/58.33

JAZZ IMPROVISATION (A Comprehensive Method of Study 
for All Players) by David Baker, foreword by Gunther 
Schuller. Chicago: 1969. (3rd printing 1970. 184 pp. 104 
music plates). 8!4xl I. spiral bound.

MW 1. . . $12.50/58.33
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Rates (minimum ten words per insertion): one insertion. 
70c per word. Special multiple insertions schedules three 
times. 65c per word, seven times 62c per word. 13 times. 
60c per word; 22 times. 53c per word down bent, 222 W 
Adams. Chicago. III. 60606

HOOKS
JAKE TRUSSELL S AFTER HOURS POETRY: $1 00 Box 
951. Kingsville. Texas

RICHARD DAVIS, 1969-70 Poll Winner has written a 
book, "Walking on Chords for String Bass and Tuba". 
Send $3.50 to RR & R Music Publishers, Inc., P.O. Box 
117. Planetarium Sta.. N.Y.. NY 10024.

_____________ LIGHTING___________
LARGEST PSYCHEDELIC LIGHTING catalog $1 (credit
ed): RockTronics. 22-DB Wendell St Cambridge. Mass 
02138

INSTR I MENU L METHODS
GUITAR TEACHERS — Free Catalog New and better 
teaching publications that MOTIVATE and MAINTAIN stu
dent interest GAGNER GUITAR PUBLICATIONS P O Box 
55-DB. Dover. N H 03820.

MISCELLANEO! S
PSYCHEDELIC CATALOG of Lighting Posters. Jewelry, 
etc. Send 25c HOLE IN THE WALL. 6055-D Lankershim. 
North Hollywood. Calif 91606

LP CONGA DRUMS-Psychedehc - NO. Soul - YES

“BIG BANDS ARE BACK”
Send for FREE Bumper Sticker

HUMES and BERG MFG. CO.
4801 Railroad Ave.. East Chicago. IN 463 I2

DRUMMERS: GET NEW IDEAS! Hour drum sole cassette 
tapes. $5.00 each Don Sheldon, Jazz Drummer, R.D. 2, 
Shortsville, New York 14548. Formerly with Serge Cha- 
loff’s Woody Herman All Stars.

IMPROVISATION METHODS

PRACTICAL IMPROVISATIONS
MODERN HARMONY BOOK FOR ALL INSTRUMENTS 

scales, chords, blues, alterations, etc.
Send $3.25 to BOB TILLES

6153 N. Claremont Ave. Chicago, ILL. 60645

TODAY'S MUSIC!
David Baker Series:
□ Jazz Improvisation (all instruments)..............................$ I 2.50
□ Arranging & Composing for Small Ensemble.............$12.50
□ Techniques of Improvisation-4 vols, pkg..................... $29.75
□ Vol I, Lydian Chromatic Concept.....................$ 7.50
□ ""....Vol II, The II V7 Progression..............................$ 7.50
□ "".... Vol III, Turnbacks................................................. $ 7.50
□ "".... Vol IV, Cycles........................................................$ 12.50

JAZZ PLAYERS-ALL INSTRUMENTS
EMILE DeCOSMO HAS CREATED THESE BOOKS 

GUARANTEED TO MAKE YOU HEAR 
PROGRESSIONS, PLAY BETTER JAZZ LINES 

THROUGH THE POLYTONAL RHYTHM SERIES.
□ THE CYCLE OF FIFTHS ...................................S1.50
□ THE II7V7PROGRESSION ............................ $2.50
□ THE BLUES SCALE..............................;...........$2.00
□ THE LYDIAN MODE...........................................$2.00
□ THE TRITON CYCLE..........................................$2.00
□ THE DORIAN MODE......................................... $2.00
□ THE MIXOLYDIAN MODE................................. $2.00
□ THE BYZANTINE SCALE.................................. $2.00
□ THE IONIAN MODE........................................... $2.00
□ THE DIMINISHED SCALE................................. $2.00
□ THE AEOLIAN MODE........................................ $2.00
□ THE POLYTONAL GUITAR ..............................$1.50

Send check or money order to: 
EDC PUBLISHING Dept. DB-49

1611 Kennedy Blvd. North Bergen, N.J. 07047 
Foreign Orders ADD $1.00 PER Book FOR Air Mail

Ml SICA L INSTR I ME NTS
30% DISCOUNT any name brand musical instrument. 
Free catalog. Freeport Music. 455 Rt 110. Huntington. 
N.Y. 11746.

WHOLESALE PROFESSIONAL Guitars. Amplifiers. PA 
Systems. Free Catalog Carvin. Esccndido. Calif 92022
30% to 50% DISCOUNTI Any Model: Guitar. Amp. Drum. 
Banjo. Dobro! Free Catalog! Warehouse D5. Box 9352. 
Fort Worth. Texas 76107

________ RECORDS & TAPES_________
JAZZ - Send 10c in coin for complete SAVOY JAZZ CATA
LOG Parker. Hawkins. Young Gillespie, etc SAVOY 
RECORD CO 56-D Ferry St.. Newark. N.J 07105

FAST RELIABLE JAZZ record service —many rare 
items —foreign orders welcome —send for FREE LP sales 
list. Jaybee Jazz. Box 24504, 641 N. New Ballas. Creve 
Coeur. Mo. 63141.

JAZZ RECORDS —Free Lists JAZZ HOUSE, Box 455. 
Adelaide P.O. Toronto. Canada.

DIXIELAND. MAINSTREAM LP'S. Bill Dodge 124 Ho
neoye. S W . Grand Rapids. Michigan 49508

BIG BANDS-SELECTIONS NEVER BEFORE ON 
RECORD OF ANY KIND! Big Band LPs. 1940-50, of But
terfield, Pastor, Krupa. Brooks. Dunham, Barnet. Herman. 
Raeburn, Dorsey. Lunceford, James, etc. Limited Collec
tor's Edition. Excellent quality. Write for list. RECORDS. 
P.O. Box 03203. Portland, Oregon. 97203.

HUNDREDS OF 78 RPM RECORDS for sale-big bands, 
vocals, etc. Send 10c for sample listing. Craig Recording. 
700 W. Main. El Dorado. Ark. 71730.

MODERN JAZZ LP’S bought, sold, traded. Lists 20c or 
send yours. Atkins, 1304 Rio Grande, Texarkana. 
Texas 75501.

JAZZ, FOLK, BLUES ALBUMS —current hits, collectors 
items. Fantastic selection. Discount prices. Send 25c for 
catalogs. Jazz Etc., 10-29 46th Rd. Long Island City. 
N.Y. 11101.

THEOR} A ARRANGING METHODS
JAZZ METHODS —send 25c for catalog & sample A 
SANDOLE 243 Rambling Way Springfield Pa 19064

W HERE TOSTI DY
WILL ACCEPT BEGINNING IMPROVISERS FOR CORRE
SPONDENCE STUDY. LEE KONITZ, 467 CENTRAL PARK 
WEST, NYC 10025.

SCHOOL OF CONTEMPORARY MUSIC (striving to build a 
new way). JAZZ-ROCK —CLASSICAL. Enrollment for full 
time or part time students. Professional degrees granted. 
1529 Beacon St., Brookline. Mass 02146. 617-734-7174

GEORGE RUSSELL WITH TEACH HIS LYDIAN CHRO
MATIC CONCEPT in New York and Boston. Nov. 11 to 
Dec. 18. 1971 and February-April, 1972. Write your 
name, address and phone number, and send to George 
Russell. 12 E. 41st St.. Suite 1104. New York. NY 10017.

DRUMMERS
Stanley Spector writes

is it that you need more "technique” to express 
your "ideas", or is the difficulty that you may instead 
require greater mental clarification of your "ideas"? I 
have the feeling that what most people think of as 
"technique” can more precisely be described as 
manual dexterity. On the other hand. I often get the 
impression that so-called "ideas" relate more to 
vague impulses and the wish to make music. To break 
music down into two parts called "technique" and 
"ideas" seems to me as unreal as thinking of up 
without down, fast without slow, left without right. It 
is like saying. "I know how to spell a word, but I 
cannot write it down." I tend to believe that in most 
cases the drummer who thinks he needs more "tech
nique” to express his "ideas” is really in need of 
greater mental clarification of his "ideas” Some 
drummers have found greater mental clarification of 
their ideas in considering the question -
riOW CAN A GOOD DRUMMER GET TO PLAY BET
TER? For further information about our recorded 
home study course, write to the

STANLEY SPECTOR SCHOOL OF DRUMMING
200 West 58th Street (at 7th Ave.) Dept. 275
New York, NY 10019. For information about quali
fying for personal instruction phone(212) 246-5661.

SUBSCRIBERS!
Please include a down beat address label 
whenever you write us about your subscrip
tion. The numbers on your address label are 
essential to insure prompt and accurate ser
vice.

CHANGE OF ADDRESS
Please let us know six weeks before 

you move.
send to Subscribers Service 

down beat
222 W Adams Street 

Chicago, III. 60606

Gordon Delamont Series:
□ Modern Harmonic Technique, Vol. I.............................$12.50
□ Modern Harmonic Technique, Vol. II............................$ 12.50
□ Modern Arranging Technique........................................ $ 12.50
O Modern Contrapuntal Technique.................................. $ 5.50

Jamey Aebersold:
O New Approach to Improvisation, Vol. I.......................$ 7.95
□ Vol. II (Nothin' But Blues)................................................$ 7.95

Alan Swain: Four-Way Keyboard System —
□ Book I, Basic Chord Construction-Open Position . .. $ 3.50
□ Book II, Adv. Chord Construction-Open Position .... $ 3.50
O Book III, How To Play By Ear......................................... $ 3.50

O Wm. Fowler: Guitar Patterns for Improvisation .... $ 4.00
□ Geo. Russell: Lydion Chromatic Concept..................$ 18..'
□ Henry Mancini: Sounds & Scores (4- 3 LPS)..............$12.5u
□ Dan Ricigliano: Popular & Jazz Harmony................ $ 7.95
□ Russ Garcia: Pro Arranger/Composer...................... $ 6.00
□ Chas. Colin: Encyclopedia of Scales.......................... $12.50
□ Jerry Coker: Patterns for Jazz.....................................$12.50
□ George Cole (arr): Solo Bag for Flute........................ $ 2.50
□ B.B. King: Blues Guitar.................................................. $ 2.50
□ Gunther Schuller: Early Jazz.......................................$10.50
□ Gary Burton: Introduction to Jazz Vibes..................$ 3.00
□ Gary Burton: Solo............................................................ $ 2.50
□ Gary Burton: Four Mallet Studies................................ $ 3.50
□ Joe Morello: Rudimental Jazz.......................................$ 2.50
O Tom Davis: Practical Analysis of Independence ... .$ 2.50
□ Oliver Nelson: Patterns for Saxophone..................... $ 7.50
□ Earl Hagen: Scoring for Films......................................... $15.00
□ Jimmy Guiffre: Jazz Phrasing & Intrepretation

Five separate books (C, Bb, Eb, Bass, Perc) 
each $1.50...............Set of Five, only ............................$ 6.95

□ Delauney: New Hot Discography..................................$ 8.50

TODAY'S MUSIC ! Libtrf^iHeJL 60048
Free Postage Anywhere on Pre-Paid Orders

julien balogh 
raymoïid barr 
elizabeth bobo 
mary buckley 
kirby campbell 
jerry coker 
ted crager 
ivan davis 
lucas drew 
Charles eagle 
david ewen 
elsie fardig
frederick fennell 
james f itzpatrick 
harry glantz 
neal glenn 
dan haerle

eugene holmes eugene johnson john kinyon 
clifton williams dale Willoughby

dorothy Ziegler

daniel harris * 
robert hiñes 
alan hoel ।

WevefyT ir
ALI

ToGêTHeR”
school of music 

university of miami. 
coral gables, florida 33124

joseph yóungblood george zazofsky

lee kjelson 
william klinger 
otto kraushaar

larry lapin 
william lee 

maxwell lepper 
lina maddaford

luciano magnanini 
juan mercadal 

ingus naruns 
robert parker 
james progris 

alfred reed 
andre ross 

george roth
William russell 

rosalina sackstein

constance weldon arden whitacre fred wickstrom

victor stern 
joseph tarpley 

edward vito
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Six by >>avi(l Baker...
□arranging & composing For The 
Small Ensemble: jazz/r&b/jazz-rock 
(1st Ed. 1970) 1b4 pps., spiral bound
....... ............................................... $12.50 

□ jazz Improvisation, A comprehensive 
Method of Study for All Players (Re- 
vised Ed. 1) 184 pp., spiral bound 

................................ $12.50

Technk> is of Improvisation

I, The Lydian Chromatic Con* 
$ 1968; 4th printlng/Revised Ed.
16 pp., spiral bound $7.50

II, The 11 V7 Progression (© 
Ith printing 1971) 76 pp., spiral 

 ;.......... .......,..$7.50
II, Turnbacks (1st Ed. 1971) 84

lirai b j nd $7.50

IV, Cycles (1st Ed. 1971) 260 pp., 
.bound...................... $12.50

U Techniques of Improvisation Set of 
all 4 volumes .. ...............................$29.75

Free Catalog—Free Postage

NEW SOUNDS IN MODERN MUSIC
315 W. 53h. Jt„ New York, NY 10019 

Phone orders: 212/581-148Ó

^AVE BAKER’S JAZZ ROCK SERIES
All arrangements scored for nine instruments: 
trumpet; trombone; alto, tenor and baritone saxes; 
guitar; piano: electric and acoustic bass; and drums.

□ Roly Poly □ One For J. S.
□ 125th Street □ Terrible T
□ Son Mar □ The Dude
□ April B L Black Thursday
r Prelude □ Le Chat Qui Peche
i fumbratlo □ The Professor
i inick □ Calypso Nova#1

eck It Out □ MA 279 Boogaloo
>nesty □ Kentucky Oysters

D .et’sGettt On □ The Seven League Boots

$4.50 EACH 
ten of the above Dave Baker Jazz-Rock

□ Dr. Chas. Coin (Complete Trumpet Method) $7.50

.ibrary... $37.50. A complete set of 20... $75.00

□ Gordon Delamont (Modern Harmonic Techniques)
Vol 1,2-each $12.50

□ Delamont (Modem Arranging Technique) $12.50
□ Delamont (Modem Contrapuntal Technique) $5.50
□ W. Fowler (Guitar Patterns For Improv.) $4.00
□ Wes Montgof»■ery (Jazz Guitar Method) $3.95
□ Jerry Coke* ms for Jazz) $12.50
r "'eoraeP lian Chromatic Concept) $18.50r oy Ste' «chure Trouble-Self Analysis/

Phenon '-Embochure Technique) »35.
□ .ssel mfessional Arranger) $6.00
□ Angele d Workshop) $7.50
□ Angele ger’s Workshop) $5.00
□ Angele Ive Arranging) $12.50
□ Bower. assions) Treble or Bass $3.95
□ Colin/B rhythms Complete) $3.50
□ Dr. D. Re. 4 System) atl Brass $12.50
□ Joseph Sc (Kaleidopnone) $3.50
□ Schillinger topedia of Rhythm) $12.50□ Colin-Schat .Encyclopedia of Scales) $12.50

□ □ 
□ 
□

Aaron Harris (Advanced Trumpet Studies) $4.95 
A. Mancini (Complete Trumpet Method) $7.50
Dan Ricigliano (Popular Jazz Harmony) $7.95 
WalterStuer ------ '—-------

□ 
□ 
□ 
r

great Stu? 
Earle Har 
Fake Bo 
HankM 
Hiver i 
¿apoz

3

^cyclopedia of Modem Jazz (8 
•' Complete volume $12.50

g for Films) $15.00 
ub Date Musician $7.50

Scores) $12.50 
ttems)$7.50 
dia Around The Drums) $6.95 
N MODERN MUSIC 
lew York. N.Y. 10019 
12/LT 1-1480 

still heard regularly at the Afam Studio and 
Gallery Coffeehouse, IO37 E. 75th St. Per
sonnel: Wesley McLendon, Jose Williams, 
reeds; Prentice Pilot, acoustic bass; Billy Mit
chell, electric bass; Bobby Miller, drums, and 
Cal Jones, the ju-ju man. The Gallery Trio 
(Jose Williams, Gene Scott, bass; Miller) be
gan weekly performances Oct. 22, along with 
a variety of contemporary poets . . . The 
Malcolm X College Band can be heard every 
Monday at the That’s Life Lounge, 1445-W. 
95th St... Franz Jackson’s group did a recent 
concert at the Big Hom in Ivanhoe.

Baltimore: Hank Levy’s Towson State 
Jazz Orchestra became the first Maryland 
group to appear at the new John F. Kennedy 
Center in Washington, where they appeared 
Sept. 24 in the three-day jazz festival pro
duced by Willis Conover. A week later, sev
eral members of the band, who have orga
nized a jazz-rock group called Gate and have 
been in rehearsal since this summer, unveiled 
the group at a concert at Towson State. They 
played several of Levy’s originals as well as 
some tunes of their own, arranged by trom
bonist Bunky Horak and keyboard man Obe- 
diah Potsdam, III. The band tends to be a little 
top-heavy (3 trumpets and 3 trombones 
among 12 pieces) but the brass section is a joy 
to listen to and they swing. Levy has worked 
wonders with the Towson State students in 
the few years he has been there .... Lee 
Morgan’s group and the Barry Miles Trio ap
peared at the Left Bank Jazz Society the first 
two weekends in October .... The Coppin 
State Jazz Society opened its fall program 
Sept. 25 with Les McCann’s quartet.... The 
Merriweather Post Pavilion closed out its sea
son of rock concerts with appearances by Kris 
Kristofferson and Blood, Sweat and Tears in 
September. Two earlier concerts by Elton 
John and Alvin Lee were marred by disturb
ances, and whether there will be rock at Co
lumbia next summer is open to question........  
Meanwhile, Baltimore theaters have taken up 
the slack. Chicago and the Jackson 5 played 
the Civic Center in September, and the Lyric 
Theater had Frank Zappa booked on Oct. 17 
while Painter’s Mill has the Allman Brothers 
booked on the same date.

Detroit: A mid-September fire complete
ly leveled one of Detroits more popular sup
per clubs, Lofy’s, which had been booking 
star attractions for about a year. Owner Sam 
Hadous vows to rebuild and continue the 
format which showcased Al Hirt, Della Reese, 
Johnny Ray, and a host of others . . . When 
Buddy Rich finished his stint at the Moon 
Supper Club, he held a successful concert at 
Clarenceville High School in Livonia, playing 
to a sellout audience of almost a thousand. 
Young pianist Bobby Peterson made an ex
cellent impression .. . Butch Miles, drummer 
of the increasingly popular Austin-Moro big 
band will be joining Mel Torme on a six-week 
Asian tour . . . Stan Kenton will put in a 
two-night concert appearance at Clarenceville 
High School in mid-November, featuring a 
first-time-in-the-area Kenton Clinic ... Count 
Basie moved into the Dearborn Town House 
Oct. 25-26. The room is again headlining the 
big band sound ... Bakers Keyboard Lounge 
welcomed back Les McCann for a ten-day 
stay ... Gene Ammons came in for a rare visit 
with a one-nighter at Club Mozambique, 

where Gloria Lynne was also featured 
recently ... A Nov. 6 date at the University 
of Detroit was scheduled for Sergio Mendes 
and Brazil 77. This was their first visit since 
they aged 11 years overnight.

Poland:The 11th International Pop 
Song Festival in Sopo was topped by several 
renowned artists among whom the foremost 
was Nancy Wilson. She was accompanied by 
the Polish Radio Big Band plus a guest rhythm 
section comprised of leading jazzmen: 
Wlodzimierz Nahorny, Jacek Bednarek, 
Wladyslaw Jagiello. Miss Wilson gave a 
50-minute recital which proved her mastery 
and perfect control of the audience . . . Jazz 
Workshop-Chodziez 71 is the name of a sum
mer music camp organized this year for the 
first time by the Polish Jazz Society. This 
experiment gathered, in a picturesque 
lake-and-woods area, 50 young amateur jaz
zmen, giving them a chance to practice under 
the supervision of leading Polish profes
sionals: Lucjan Kaszycki (Theory of music, 
ear training); Tomasz Stanko (wind in
struments); Jann Jarczyk (arranging, band 
leading); Marek Podkanowicz (string in
struments); Janusz Stefanski (percussion in
struments). The music camp was a success 
and likely will be repeated during the winter in 
the mountainous region of the country... The 
14th International Jazz Jamboree (Oct. 
28-31) promises to be the greatest of them all. 
If nothing goes wrong, jazz enthusiasts will 
get a chance to see and hear in Warsaw such 
stars as Duke Ellington, Miles Davis, The Jazz 
Giants, Ornette Coleman, Kurt Edelhagen’s 
Band and many other great artists.

WILKINS
continued from page 10

ball tackle and kicks the band like one. Bassist 
Benny Hickman has that big sound and 
steady rhythm that a big band needs. Snooky 
Young-like Don Slaughter plays most of the 
trumpet lead, although some is shared by Bill 
Homer. (Basie wanted him bad!)

Now, the guy I’ve been saving for last is a 
wonderful and beautiful musician and 
man—and that’s lead altoist-soloist Ted 
Buckner. I remember Ted, fondly, as being 
featured with the old Jimmie Lunceford band 
along with altoist Willie Smith. I guess he’s 
known mainly for his solo on the Lunceford 
hit, Margie. But as far as I’m concerned, he’s 
greater than ever. He really could have made 
it in L.A. or New York, but he’s now a 
grandfather—and he’s happy. I guess that’s 
what really counts—being happy, 1 mean.

One of the things that impressed me so 
much that night was that although this was a 
dance, and Jimmy’s band played dance music, 
this was a big, bad, jazz band! They made no 
concessions, and yet the people there, in spite 
of themselves, had a ball!

But nobody enjoyed himself as much as I 
did.

Jimmy and his guys hope to soon go into a 
new club, on a one-night-a-week basis, in the 
same manner as Thad Jones and Mel Lewis at 
the Village Vanguard and Clark Terry at the 
Half Note in New York. I pray that it hap
pens for them. It’s fine for a great band to be 
danced to, but it should also be heard, and I 
believe there are enough jazz fans in Detroit 
to support them.

Do you know what? All the guys in the 
band have day gigs! — Ernie Wilkins
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Fibes Crystalite drum shells are accoustically engineered to produce a consistent
tonal response satisfying all percussion needs. This unique concept of visual and tonal perspective affords

the percussionist a completely new experience. CRYSTALITE drum shells are unaffected by exposure to
atmospheric changes for the life of the instrument. Another new percussion concept in the Fibes tradition.

A PART OF THE CF MARTIN ORGANISATION 
NAZARETH PENNSYLVANIA 

Since 1833 fibes
manufacturers of fiberglass drums and accessories



Sideman! One of the busiest in big-time entertainment. (The Johnny Carson “Tonight" Show—Doc Severinsen Band.)

Ed plays his medium 
heavy Ride about 4" from 
the edge for a clean, 
definite cymbal sound.

He likes a medium-thin 
Avedis Zildjian, struck 
with the shoulder of his 
stick, for fast, 
bright crashes.

Ed's New-Beat Hi-Hats 
are almost always closed 
for a biting “chick” to 
accent 1/16 and 1/8 
note rock rhythms.

He is a great believer in 
using mallets to extract 
subtle and brilliantly 
colored cymbal textures.

Innovator! Constantly expanding his vast repertoire of cymbal sounds. A new Mini-cup Ride and a Pang are the latest 
additions to his set-up.

Ed’s Cymbals are by 

AVEDIS 

ZILDJIAN 
First with the finest in cymbal sounds since 1623.

“AVEDIS ZILDJIAN SET-UPS
ZILDJIAN CO. OF FAMOUS DRUMMERS”
A GtNuiNt 39 Fayette Street

*'sh North Quincy MA 02171
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	♦ SAVE

	1/3 off all domestic labels


	♦ SELECTION

	All in Print Jazz Blues Rock

	60


	RightOutYourJazz

	The sound of a lifetime.

	Tony Williams on Gretsch Drums

	Drumstick Rappin1...

	with cymbals that cost twice as much.

	WHY MUSIC COMPAQ

	Arranging Concepts by Dick Grove, Part 2

	Computerize your Creativity

	RkyïhM COMPUTER
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